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Abstract
Investments in surveillance-based security technology are justified with the need to counter existing or
emerging security threats. From a social science perspective this raises four questions. (1) Is the
presented threat substantiated? (2) Do the proposed solutions improve security? (3) Which negative
side effects on (the cohesion of) society are to be observed and have to be considered? (4) Can
alternative options for understanding and handling security problems be envisaged? This report
discusses available evidence from theory and research in sociology, criminology and security studies to
answer these questions. Non-technical solutions to security problems can be identified the more so
when security is understood in a comprehensive way. By investigating these alternative solutions from a
broader social theory perspective, their limitations and costs can be analysed. Finally, by weighing pros
and cons of technical and non-technical strategies, the complex relations between privacy and security
can be assessed from a different angle.
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Executive Summary

Executive Summary
Security problems are perceived as major challenges to modern societies. Terrorist threats, petty crimes,
vulnerable infrastructures, global logistic chains, tightly knit, high speed, volatile international financial
markets and networked computer technologies produce threat potentials that cannot easily be ignored.
Also, it cannot be overlooked that many nation states are excessively extending their military and
security industrial complexes and that this process is accompanied by an on-going and extensive
readjustment of national and international legal regulations. With enormous technological progress,
surveillance has become within a few decades an irrevocable part of everyday life. The wide array of
threats seems to leave societies and their governments with a fundamental dilemma along the scales of
securing security on one hand and protecting privacy on the other which is in the public debate most
often explicitly or implicitly oversimplified as a trade-off between these two conflicting values or social
goods.

Securing security
The most general definition of security as a “dynamic non-event”1 demonstrates the problem of pinning
down the concept with a precise definition. For operational clarity three readings of security can be
distinguished: objective, perceived and discursive security. Objective security mainly falls into the realm
of engineering, measuring the statistical probability of an event and relating this to the scale of damage
caused. Perceived security refers to an individual’s subjective perception of feeling secure or insecure. A
number of studies in criminology2 have demonstrated the so-called “security paradox”: individuals may
feel insecure despite the fact of low victimisation risks and vice versa.
Security as a discursive object has been elaborated in security studies.3 Any social field can be
“securitized”, i.e. talking about a social object or process in terms of security changes the dominant
discourse, mind-set and policy options. Securitization demonstrates this complex transformation and
remodelling of (societal) issues into matters of security and also the process in which these issues are
then exposed to surveillance measures.
Precisely identifying causes and designing adequate counter measures is a difficult and bold venture:
the absence of evidence is not the evidence of absence. The logic of security policies requires these
measures to be applied comprehensively to each and every individual in order to sort out the potential
predators. Taking highly dramatized security threats as a justification the different practices can be put
to use to implement a large-scale, population-wide surveillance regime. Security then becomes the
overriding and all-encompassing rationale for policies perceived as contributing to the prevention of
such an event.
Additionally it is also very difficult to assess the seriousness or magnitude of security threats. This is due
to their very nature: security threats are projections of future events, typically perceived from a
perspective of risk logic or risk-based reasoning. It is not the present state of affairs that matters, but the
projected course of events.
The states’ attempts on securing national security are flanked by an enormous increase of the national
and international industrial-security-complex, ringlead by the global players in the security sector and
shadowed by lobbyist groups. The security discourse appears to be highly contested and used in
strategic contexts. Loader and Walker state that security has become the political vernacular of our
times.4 Since the practice of government is becoming increasingly one of risk management5 and risk
management has become – especially under neo-conservative political ideologies – a growing industry6
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the visibility of a threat respectively the public visibility of some action taken against this threat seems to
become increasingly more important than an actual threat level.

The threat debate
Looking at the security threats with the highest public and political priority we find a similar situation as
with the surveillance practices: it is very difficult to draw a precise line to define them. Terrorism is a
catchall category, applicable to almost all situations. The word terrorism has been emotive to the
European public throughout the late 20th century as it is primarily associated with murderous attacks on
civilians. However in the 21st century this has become particularly emotive following devastating
terrorist attacks in New York, London or Madrid. With the September 11th 2001 attacks in the USA an
empowered Islamist network provided the new "suitable enemy" that the USA and Europe had been
without since the collapse of the Soviet Union. This in particular enabled the perception of threats to
domestic national security to move from the relative passive "Reds under the beds" Cold War spying fear
to an active fear of neighbours with “guns, gas, germs or grenades under their pillows”. Attacks by e.g.
Islamic groups on domestic territories gave a justification for continued military expenditure for
defending against international targets and also massive increases in domestic securitisation using the
emotive threat of terrorism as a justification.7
Additionally large parts of the popular media (“crime sells”) actively propagate the idea that significant
new threats exist. Under these circumstances cybercrime as a comparatively new threat is for instance
triggering hitherto unprecedented efforts by state authorities to gather data in order to combat the
perceived threats emanating from the new cybercriminals. Although it is from a critical perspective far
from clear whether cybercrime really creates big damages, there are nonetheless all sorts of surveillance
measures justified with reference to this threat.8 Mattelart observed that “as soon as the internet emerged
as a public access network, geostrategists sought to define the stakes and the protagonists involved in
noopolitik, i.e., the politics of knowledge in the broad sense. This notion, introduced in 1999, encompasses the
(civil (‘netwar’) and military (‘cyberwar’) aspects of strategic control of information, knowledge and knowhow, with a view to achieving given global political and economic objectives.” 9

On technology
Technology is neither good nor bad nor is it neutral.10 Technological systems like mobile phones, credit
cards, GPS, etc. are not explicitly designed as surveillance measures but can be used for surveillance
purposes. For instance smart meter technologies bear on the one hand a great potential e.g. for cost
and energy saving and thus for the environmental good but on the other they can also be used for
surveillance purposes or social sorting.
However, it is often technologies, which are regarded as trivial to both consumers and businesses that
can cause serious issues through relatively minor discrepancies in their functionality, for instance
misrepresentation of places on electronic maps.11 Technological – or respectively an inextricably mixture
between technological and human – failures and malfunctions are creating an alarming number and
variety of serious incidents. For instance DNA-testing is one of the areas where techno centrism and
technology fix are not meeting with practice resp. reality. E. g. in the US ten thousands of cases based on
DNA-testing/hair matching had to be questioned since they may have relied on exaggerated testimony
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or false forensic evidence.12 Greater parts of surveillance technologies in use seem far from being 100%
accurate and reliable, and, especially when combined with human error, are simply dangerous.

On privacy
The concept of a (off-line) private sphere, defined in spatial terms of the private home (reaching back to
the Greek notion of Oikos) is of no avail in the age of the Homo Electronicus and hence a redefinition of
privacy is becoming inevitable. The boundaries between public and private domains – and alongside
with it the ‘old’ concept of privacy – seem blurred already. It cannot be neglected that, concerning
personal privacy, the rise of social networks such as Facebook is steadily changing the perceptions of
privacy for greater parts of the population.
However, three main arguments can be envisaged for our perspective concerning privacy: We stress
that: (1) It is the potential future consequences of present behaviour where “privacy problems often lie
in.13 (2) Privacy is less about the content but rather about the functional relevance of multiple identities.
(3) Citizens need to be better informed about (novel) technologies, and the impact these technologies
have on rights such as the right to privacy. These three points do indicate once more the need for an
informed public debate.

Impact on human rights
Surveillance technologies like (smart) CCTV or behavioural pattern recognition are aiming at eliminating
every potential threat. This is pointing towards a pre-emptive society where everyone has at first to be
considered a potential threat. A steady shift from ‘post-crime’ to ‘pre-crime’ situation management can
be observed.14 Latest attempts to observe the Internet to filter out the “dangerous ones” in advance are
already going beyond screening for keywords, dataveillance or data mining. So it is e.g. hoped to
identify psychopaths on micro blogging networks such as Twitter via conducting word-pattern analysis
of the writings.15 However, it is already an issue, that algorithmic models come inherently with the
assumption of zero tolerance and therefore incorrect categorization of persons, based on standardized
routine procedures is not uncommon.16
Individuals get selectively confronted with differential options based on their personal profile and
classification. A growing number of studies highlight, that automated sorting by categories of personal
data can re-produce marginalizing effects and create negative discrimination.17 Matching with a specific
(suspicious) subgroup either willingly or accidentally, either as a positive or a false positive yield
fundamental consequences for the individuals, therefore techno centrism has – at least from a social
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perspective – to be understood as a slippery slope. The question remains whether the technological fix
theorem has to be questioned in its ability to serve as a (key) narrative of late-modernity.
If every potentiality of any threat has to be eliminated before anything happens, the presumption of
innocence – not necessarily in the first place in strict legal terms (applied in court cases) but rather as an
everyday practise of those authorities securing security – is consequently going to be negated on a
regular basis.18 If citizens do increasingly consider exercising democratic rights such as participating in
political discourse, civic engagement forms of public protest and alike as potentially disadvantageous or
even dangerous, it can be spoken of the civil society being at stake.

Alternative concepts
Chapter 5 offers an overview of theories, concepts and approaches that can be taken into account as
alternatives to (technological) surveillance-oriented security solutions. Societal concepts are
investigated on the basis of their potential to function as alternatives; advantages and disadvantages
are identified and critically assessed. These in detail investigated concepts are:
Security Communities
Restorative Justice
Communitarianism and community crime prevention
Social resilience and community resilience
Further alternative approaches trying to enhance security can as well be envisaged. Attempts to
maintain and increase (feelings of) security are e.g. being made through urban planning. Lessons to be
learned from the field of safety engineering can be adopted in various technological areas. Privacy
protection can also be augmented through relatively novel approaches in privacy impact assessment;
and furthermore by using privacy enhancing technologies and by implementing privacy by design. Also,
the wide field of science communication (and/or public understanding of science) can be regarded as a
key factor for an inclusion of the general public into the debate and ideally for policy-making.
It can be stated that adequate responses to security threats can be developed in different ways. A
distinction can be made between prevention and mitigation: A security threat can be tackled in order to
prevent the damage to materialize. On the other hand a response can focus on the minimization of
damage caused by an event; or – possibly most important – measures are to be taken towards
strengthening resilience, and a resilience-aware society.
Societal-based alternative approaches are encountered by two fundamental problems: (1) Revitalizing a
communitarian spirit is not an easy task at all and as stated (2) community-based approaches can have
detrimental effects on late-modern life styles and universalistic values. Social, non-technical alternatives
to perceived security threats always encounter a series of standard counter arguments. They cannot
present the crisp and superficially convincing logic of technological solutions often. They operate in a
larger, cultural, societal frame, and they approach the problem often in a more indirect way when
looking at so-called root causes.

Conclusion
While a standard approach would step up security and surveillance measures to prevent criminal
activities, a resilience-based policy would focus on involving members of the community in local
politics, improving general living conditions, creating job opportunities for disadvantaged groups,
providing social services, etc. assuming that crime emerges out of the inner processes of the community
18
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instead of being an evil force imposed from outside. Hence any effort at prevention will dominantly look
at these inner processes as root causes for security problems.
Many of the suggested alternative security enhancing solutions address social inequalities and social
injustice. They also often require a reactivation of what could be called a “communitarian spirit”.
Substantial inequalities are the basis of a culturally entrenched lifestyle of consumerism and for a
communitarian spirit to flourish a number of the anomic individualistic freedoms of this middle-class
lifestyle would have to be sacrificed for stronger civic engagement, enforcing communal values. Neither
of these requirements will realistically be met in present day societies.
What is required is an informed public debate about what could be called “acceptable” risks. Such a
debate has to go beyond the standard reasoning of calculating statistical probabilities and multiplying
them with a hypothetical damage. Rather it should start from the premise that in many cases the cure is
worse than the disease in the field of security. It should also consider the trade-off between security and
convenience. Finally it should take for granted the premise that liberty and freedom are risky in many
respects and that both are rooted in the fundamental right to privacy, however this concept is spelled
out.
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Introduction

1. Introduction
In recent decades there has been a great deal of interest in scientific research on the rise of
globalization, neoliberalism and terrorism. Major schools of thought have been built up and established
providing the scientific community as well as the interested lay public with ground-breaking studies and
elaborate theoretical frameworks on the powerful impact these developments have on the accelerating
transformation of contemporary societies. It is possible to gain the impression that we live in more
diverse societies than have possibly simultaneously ever emerged before in the history of mankind. Risk
societies, surveillance societies, network societies, late-modern or optionally postmodern societies,
multicultural societies, clash of civilizations – what all of these ‘societies’ have in common though are
strong effects of augmentations of societal destabilization and fragmentation on one hand and the
growing societal need for security in a somewhat insecure disintegrating world on the other hand.
Security problems are perceived as major challenges to modern societies. Terrorist threats, petty crimes,
vulnerable infrastructures, global logistic chains, tightly knit, high-speed, volatile international financial
markets and networked computer technologies produce threat potentials that cannot easily be ignored.
Neither can it be overlooked that many nation states – most often in the name of the fight against crime
and terrorism – are excessively extending their military and security industrial complexes. Furthermore,
this process is accompanied by an ongoing and extensive readjustment of national and international
legal regulations. With enormous technological progress, surveillance has become within a few decades
an irrevocable part of everyday life, raising all sorts of questions about the destructive potential it has
and will have on fundamental civil rights such as the right to privacy.
But while there is a broad range of scientific research on security versus privacy, so far astonishingly little
attention seems to have been paid to conducting research for alternative strategies that go beyond
surveillance-oriented security solutions (SOSSs) and furthermore comparatively little attempt seems to
have been made to introduce existing strategies from other fields and disciplines into this debate. There
are promising societal approaches – whether it be some problem solving on a micro-scale from within
local communities or some middle-range theories – which will be conducive for the continuing debate
around SOSSs versus (societal-rooted) alternative security solutions.
The current state of critical security studies with regard to these topics, where policy initiatives have
called for increased surveillance measures to step up security, will be reviewed and paradoxes of
security and privacy will be pointed out. The wide array of threats seems to leave societies and their
governments with a fundamental dilemma along the scales of securing security on one hand and
protecting privacy on the other, which is in the public debate most often explicitly or implicitly
oversimplified as a trade-off between these two conflicting values or social goods. Assuming that in a
greater part of the public debates the visibility of security threats seems to be more important than the
presumed threat levels, we will scrutinize the evidence brought forward to make the case for surveillance:
what kinds of threats are presented and what kind of reasoning unfolds in policy discourse to justify
surveillance measures.
From a legal perspective surveillance and infringements on privacy are justified with the perceived
security threats. We will investigate to what extent the claims brought forward in political discourse with
regard to security threats can be substantiated through independent evidence (i.e. data not produced
by those agents who then are the – political and economical – beneficiaries of new surveillance
practices). It also can be investigated how decisions about the introduction of new surveillance systems
and technological measures are made. Having done this, we will be able to identify those security
problems that stand the test of seriousness.
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The objectives of this task are in brief:


Deconstructing security threats into their constituent parts;



Elaborating on the concept of security;



Analysing the side effects of security and surveillance practices for various stakeholders and;



Collecting ideas and concepts for alternative security solutions.

A main object of this task is to offer some overview of the variety of alternative theories, concepts and
methods. Alternative strategies that go beyond surveillance oriented security solutions (SOSSs) are to be
investigated. The analysis of alternatives will take up the security discourse and demonstrate how and
where security can be maintained with less (technology-based) surveillance. It will be examined if, or to
what extent, these approaches bear the potential to function as alternatives to SOSSs. As the leading
requirement therefore is to maintain or even enhance security without infringing democratic rights and
undermining privacy, the findings will be measured against these standards.

1.1 Interdependencies within the SurPRISE project
This report represents one part (deliverable 3.3) of the Work Package 3 – Exploring the Challenges –
within the SurPRISE project. The main aim of Work Package 3 is to review and explore main challenges
and options for technological, political, legal and societal developments on privacy and security and to
identify (non-technological) alternatives to surveillance-focused security investments. Therefore this
task 3.3 (societal developments/alternatives) is tightly connected to the task 3.1 (technological
developments) and the task 3.2 (legal developments).
Task 3.3 also interacts with the results of Work Package 2 (Framing the Assessment), which focuses on
assessing surveillance-oriented security solutions; task 3.3 has some impact on Work Package 4
(Questionnaire and Information Material) and it will furthermore provide basic background for Work
Package 6 on the analysis and synthesis report within the whole project.
The identified alternative measures, options and strategies will be pertinent for the planning process
carried out for conducting the participatory assessment exercises: the findings and results of this task
will feed into the structural planning of the citizen consultations; some alternative security solution
approaches will probably be used as (test case) examples in the multi-national participatory citizens’
events to follow in the further SurPRISE Work Packages 5 to 7.
Since in task 3.4 the individual findings of the tasks 3.1–3.3 are to be integrated into one synthesis
report, the deliverable D 3.4 will thereafter put ‘Exploring the Challenges’ into a broad context,
compiling expertise in the fields of technological, legal and social sciences.

1.2 Outline
The report consists of six chapters. This introduction is followed by Chapter 2 (Research Approach),
which offers – besides a brief methodological explication of the approach to the task – necessary
elaborations on the main operational terms. Chapter 3 (Challenges) elaborates on how various
challenges and threat potentials are perceived and exerted on a societal basis. Problems like calculations
based on non-events, black swans, bounded rationality or function creep are discussed. Chapter 4
(Implications) merely examines existing security technology investments, focusing on the implications
they have for (the cohesion of) society. Aspects like social profiling and social sorting, discrimination and
human rights are debated. Chapter 5 (Alternative concepts) offers an overview of theories, concepts and
approaches that can be taken into account as alternatives to (technological) surveillance-oriented
security solutions. Their potential to function as alternatives, advantages and disadvantages is identified
and critically assessed. Finally, Chapter 6 (Conclusion) argues for an alternative perception of (European)
societal threat potentialities and recognition of security in a societal context rather than primarily as an

2
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issue in need of a mere technological fix, and advocates a balanced view of the risks of living in late
modernity.
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2. Research approach
2.1 Methodology
The research approach of this task is primarily sociological and criminological. A theoretically informed
empirical approach will be taken and thus be completed with a literature review. Methodologically, this
task will use the tool kits developed in Science and Technology Studies (STS) and different strains of
contemporary social theories such as Surveillance Studies and others. The key concepts of security,
surveillance, risk, threat, and resilience will be elaborated and put into perspective for the work in this
task. Various theories and scholars will be taken into account for the discourses about privacy and
security and SOSSs versus non-technological alternatives. A range of theories, concepts and methods
will be collected to serve as possible alternatives to the propagation and implementation of
(technology-based) surveillance. The social processes underlying surveillance and security will be
investigated and also the effects these processes have, taking into account the wider social context
often neglected in security experts’ discourse. In doing this, we will enter into what has been termed a
‘replacement discourse’, i.e. reframing specific phenomena presented as security problems.
As Lederer explains: ‘When sociologists look at privacy, they see social nuances that engineers overlook.
When cryptologists consider privacy, they see technical measures that everyday people ignore. When the
European Union looks at privacy, it sees moral expectations that American policymakers do not.’19 This task is
looking at privacy, security and surveillance from a social science perspective.

2.2 Security, surveillance and privacy as terms and concepts
As we are going to excessively use ‘security’, ‘surveillance’ and ‘privacy’ as operational terms, a
digression on the manifold character of these terms is required to clarify our connotations of security,
surveillance and privacy.

2.2.1 Security
Security has been defined in different ways by different academic disciplines. The most general definition
of security as a ‘dynamic non-event’20 demonstrates the problem of pinning down the concept with a
precise definition. In trying to achieve a more detailed definition of ‘security’, an initial step can be taken
by examining the dictionary definition, notably the German ‘Wörterbuch der Soziologie’ (=Dictionary of
Sociology). Since in the German language no distinction is made between ‘security’ and ‘safety’ (both
translate as ‘Sicherheit’), and this is furthermore the case in the majority of European languages21, this
approach illuminates the equivocal use of the term ‘Sicherheit/security’. ‘Security is a social, ambiguous
term for social objectives and programmes, as well as valuable social symbols in terms of security, reliability
and the absence of risk, certainty. Security enfolds the security of individual societal status as well as the
protection of the social conditions of the individual or of society as a whole through increasing social
service/benefits, legal certainty, (societal) order through the institutionalization of conflict and the
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Scott Lederer u. a., “Five pitfalls in the design for privacy” (2005); p. 422.
In: Lorrie Cranor and Simson Garfinkel (Ed.), Security and Usability: Designing Secure Systems That People Can Use
O’Reilly Media, Inc. (2007).
Petra Badke-Schaub et al. (eds.) Human Factors, Springer Heidelberg (2008), p. 21.
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transparency and predictability of social relationships. Objective social security must be distinguished from the
subjective feeling of social security. […]. ’ 22
As revealing as this definition is, the use of the term ‘absence of risk’ is highly contentious. (We will be
coming back to that in the chapters ‘Challenges’ and ‘Conclusion: Towards balanced risk awareness’.) Since
being at risk is a somewhat ambivalent condition of being alive, we prefer to follow Beck’s rationale: ‘Risk
is ambivalence. Being at risk is the way of being and ruling in the world of modernity; being at global risk is
the human condition at the beginning of the twenty-first century.’23 Global economic, social, environmental
and military conditions make the absence of risk and therefore absolute security/safety per se
impossible.
Besides this minor critique, the definition provided above exemplifies well why any idea of a common
(European) view on the ‘concept of security’ must fail in the first place. When e.g. German speakers
debate ‘Sicherheit’ – if the discussion isn’t clearly limited to special aspects as in ‘security regarding the
functionality of technical devices’ – they presumably create a different mindset than e.g. English
speakers do.
For operational clarity, three readings of security can be distinguished: objective, perceived and
discursive security. Objective security mainly falls into the realm of engineering, measuring the statistical
probability of an event and relating this to the scale of damage caused (probability x damage = security
risk). Perceived security refers to an individual’s subjective perception of feeling secure or insecure. A
number of studies in criminology24 have demonstrated the so-called ‘security paradox’: individuals may
feel insecure despite the fact of low victimization risks and vice versa.
On an individual basis, security can be approached in either a subjective or an objective way, which
might mark the difference between a real threat and a perceived threat. Whether a threat is in an
objective sense real or not, does, however, not matter for the further course of action: ‘If men define
situations as real, they are real in their consequences.’25 In the face of ubiquitous threats and a tremendous
decrease of social security measures in the course of neoliberal policies, one’s ‘need’ for security will aim
probably at first at the individual life-design, but also contextualize e.g. in the fear of austerity, fear of
nuclear power or, on an even broader scale, as ‘national security’, translating neatly into ‘fear of
terrorism’.
In addition, yet another ambiguity complicates attempts to conceptually frame security. Multiple aims of
security have to be taken into account: ‘Security is revealed as an objective policy goal, as subjective
perception, as pursuit and practise, as symbolic assurance, and as a public good at the heart of the modern
state.’26 Owen27 suggests a methodological division into four categories of human security: human
security as a policy tool, as a means of issue appropriation, as an exercise in measurement and as a
critical tool. Debating human security, a number of questions have to be taken into account: Who are
the actors taking part in securing security? What are their particular interests? Who is securing whom?
Being secured by the state (as in ‘national security’) or being secured from the state (as in ‘protection of
privacy’) draws another demarcation line. It does, though, make a difference whether the state,
organizations, industries, individuals or civil society are to be secured. In the case of fighting terrorism all
of the above are subject to being secured by all means – but not in the case of e.g. law enforcement
agencies clashing with civil society demonstrators protesting against austerity. In the latter case it is also
the state securing itself from its very own citizens.
22
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An individual can either get in the focus as a ‘security threat’ owing to a particular situation or for being
member of a group, subject to racial, ethnic or political negative social profiling. The fundamental
demarcation line is drawn between those who have to be protected and those ‘society’ has to be protected
from. The catchwords here are terrorism and deviancy.
It can be stated that different readings of security are socially contextual and ambiguous, even equivocal.
Security varies through time and space, relates to threats and risk as well as to basic social conditions,
holds different levels of abstractness, is symbolic or ‘real’ (or both), and highly dependent on perception.
In this sense, human security is first and last and always a social construct.
Security as a discursive object has been elaborated in security studies.28 Any social field can be
‘securitized’, i.e. talking about a social object or process in terms of security changes the dominant
discourse, mindset and policy options. Securitization demonstrates this complex transformation and
remodelling of (societal) issues into matters of security and also the process in which these issues are
then exposed to surveillance measures. Any subject, issue or condition securitized is taken out of the
general political debate, gets framed as either a special kind of politics or as above politics29 and can
therefore be (re-)created as an entity of security matters.

2.2.2 Surveillance
Within the SurPRISE project, we are referring to a basic joint definition of surveillance in the security
context as follows: Surveillance comprises the targeted or systematic monitoring, by governmental
organizations and their partners, of persons, places, items, infrastructures or flows of information, in
order to identify hazards and manage risk and to enable, typically, a preventive, protective or reactive
response, or the collection of data for preparing such a response in the future.
We are stating, furthermore, that the major aim of surveillance is to name, identify, monitor and track
individuals and their actions, and to aggregate and analyse these collected data in a next step to figuring
out individual as well as group patterns; whether this is done for statistical measures or national security
reasons by governmental authorities or whether this is done by commercial enterprises for consumer
relations or customer pattern recognitions is not of interest for a basic definition of surveillance in the
first place. In Bennett’s and Regan’s words, that basic definition is: ‘Surveillance is a means of determining
who is where and what they are doing, either in the physical or virtual world, at a particular point in time. This
is the basic purpose of surveillance and the most common goal of surveillance systems. These systems help
answer the question of who is where, at what point in time, and what are they doing.’30
For capturing the logic of surveillance measures, it has to be added that surveillance is not fixed to either
a physical appearance and/or electronic data traces, nor is security static in time and space. Surveillance
can be understood as: ‘Monitoring of the physical, mental, economic, cultural, social or other activities of
identified or identifiable individuals, irrespective of the means and methods applied, whether automated or
human interaction-based, mass or individually targeted, continuous, repetitive or ad hoc, perceptible or
imperceptible, done physically or from a distance by means of electronic equipment, done in real-time or
retrospectively, based on the activities of the individual him/herself or on the analysis of the personal data of
the individuals concerned.’31
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2.2.3 Privacy
Attempts to capture the exact meaning of privacy have been made by a considerable number of
scholars from various disciplines.32 Definitions of the term privacy are controversial and in flux; privacy
was even referred to as a conceptual jungle.33 There is no consistent or distinct definition or conceptual
framework on privacy yet. We will refer to privacy in a broad sense, taking into account that it is well
possible to infringe one’s privacy without processing data; privacy can ‘be understood […] as contextual
integrity where the core problem is sharing of information outside of socially agreed contextual boundaries.’34
35

We follow Bennett’s elaboration on privacy: ‘As most of the literature notes, privacy is an elusive and
multidimensional concept whose meaning is culturally and historically contingent. Yet, it is still the concept
that tends to define the policy issue in advanced industrial societies, and it is still the concept around which
challenges to excessive surveillance get framed. At root, it has tended to mean the extent to which individuals
have control over the circulation of their personal information. Surveillance, broadly defined, challenges that
right or interest.’36
The right to privacy is stated in article 12 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights: ‘No one shall be
subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, or to attacks upon his
honour and reputation. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or
attacks.’37 The EU Charter of Fundamental Rights also states in article 8 a number of protection measures
for personal data and data processing.38 Following the definition provided in D 3.1, from a legal
perspective, privacy has to be understood as a meta-right ‘serving as the basis for civil and political rights
such as freedom of expression, association, and movement, which could not be effectively enjoyed
otherwise.’39
In the context of surveillance, data protection is a core element of privacy. Data protection shall hereby
be perceived in a broad sense as well. Following the definition provided by the ETICA-project, data
protection is understood as ‘the complex of principles, norms, procedures, data processing devices, means
and methods restricting the collection, processing and use of personal data, and protecting the persons
concerned.’40
It is a crucial fact that the possibility of violations of data protection cannot be ruled out, since wherever
data is collected, stored and processed, data can be lost, stolen and leak out.
‘Personal data do tend to leak out of organizations in an uncontrolled way, often owing to negligence of the
data processors, and stored data are rarely encrypted and are thus easy to read.’41 Once data has leaked out
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little can be done, more so if the information is floating in cyberspace. ‘Information’ cannot be taken
back.
What was pointed out about security above is partly true for privacy as well: Any comprehension of
privacy is individually subjective, socially contextual and ambiguous. From the legal perspective it is
argued that core elements of the human condition are always to be seen as private. This points towards
a basic concept of privacy as elaborated in D 3.2. From a social science perspective, practices of privacy
can be seen as varying through time and space, holding different levels of abstractness and depending
strongly on perception and in this sense can be understood and examined as socially constructed. To
gain common ground within Work Package 3, we follow the division between the concept and the
practice: ‘Privacy as a whole can be described as a triangle of the concepts of privacy, privacy practice and the
accountability principle as a measure to influence the practice according to the spirit of the concept.’42
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3. Challenges
3.1 Security, securitization and risk perception
As mentioned, security problems – ranging from terrorist threats to petty crime and from vulnerable
infrastructures to volatile financial markets – are perceived as major challenges to modern societies,
perpetually producing risk. Acknowledging these threat potentials is a first step, which requires the
acceptance of a number of risks emerging in globalized, networked societies with hitherto unknown
mobility of material and symbolic goods, persons and information.43 Modern societies have to come to
terms with a main paradox. As Edwards points out, ‘As individuals we have never been safer, wealthier (in
spite of the current recession) or healthier. We have never had so many tools to help us live our lives, but as a
society our complicated lives, individual fears and increasingly high expectations have led us to believe that
we are more at risk than ever.’44
First, precisely identifying causes and designing adequate countermeasures is a difficult and bold
venture: the absence of evidence is not the evidence of absence, as one of the security hawks in the
Bush administration would repeatedly remark, quoting a key phrase of the black swan theorem.45 This
nicely brings the logic of security discourse to the point. From a strictly logical point of view, the fact
that no major incident has occurred (aeroplanes crashing into high-rise buildings, bombs being
exploded in metropolitan areas etc.) does not constitute proof these things will not happen in the
future. Starting from a worst-case scenario, i.e. from the assumption that major security threats can and
will materialize in some near or distant future, justifies all measures deemed to prevent this from
happening. The logic of security policies requires these measures to be applied comprehensively to
each and every individual in order to sort out the potential predators. Taking the highly dramatized
security threats as a justification (or pretext), the different practices can be put to use to implement a
large-scale, population-wide surveillance regime. Security then becomes the overriding and allencompassing rationale for policies perceived as contributing to the prevention of such an event. This
process of narrowing down the focus of policy debate to one single dimension – security – has been
termed ‘securitization’.46
Second, securitization creates a mind-set focusing on prevention, and once the logic of prevention gains
momentum there are no stop rules or internal limits to preventative strategies. However, some legal
scholars attempt to implement what is termed the ‘permissible limitations theory’ to lay down a
constitutional provision for such permissible limitations. (Comp. D 3.2, especially Chapter 4: ‘A coreperiphery approach? The fundamental norm of the right to privacy and permissible limitations’.) The logic of
prevention maintains that in the perceived causal chain leading to an event, an early intervention
should take place to interrupt the future course of action. When a bottle of liquid explosive can be taken
aboard an aeroplane, prevention requires banning liquids from being transported in aeroplanes. The
empirically substantiated observation that out of several millions of bottles carried by passengers not a
single one may contain an explosive is irrelevant for securitized prevention. Besides that, e.g. securing
(passengers from) liquids may just be seen as a placeholder, as Schneier puts into perspective: ‘If we
concentrate airport security on screening shoes and confiscating liquids, and the terrorists hide explosives in
their brassieres and use solids, we've wasted our money. Terrorists don't care what they blow up and it
shouldn't be our goal merely to force the terrorists to make a minor change in their tactics or targets. Our
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penchant for movie plots blinds us to the broader threats. And security theatre consumes resources that could
better be spent elsewhere.’47
The fact that modern communication technologies may be used by potential perpetrators coordinating
their actions justifies a comprehensive screening of Internet traffic to detect suspicious conversations.
Ample evidence suggests that only a tiny fraction of Internet traffic can be linked to criminals;
nonetheless, from prevention logic this is considered as irrelevant. Proportionality is not considered in
the mindset of a security expert focusing on prevention.
The frame of reference based on the logic of securitization and prevention assumes a world of full
transparency and causality, where the future effects of events can be predicted or rationally calculated
and hence a retro-prospective type of analysis can be applied chaining events in a clockwork fashion to
identify the adequate points of preventative intervention. Furthermore this logic is irrefutable since it is
based on non-events. Implementing a preventive measure (banning liquids on airplanes, intercepting
electronic communication) can be said to be successful when nothing happens. Should something
happen, despite the assumed preventative effects of the security measures implemented, the next turn
of the screw is due and surveillance and control will be stepped up. Public policy takes threats, risks and
security as key drivers for the implementation of surveillance and control regimes.
Third, it is very difficult to assess the seriousness or magnitude of security threats. This is owing to their
very nature: security threats are projections of future events, typically perceived from a perspective of
risk logic or risk-based reasoning. A risk-based reasoning assesses alternative options for present action
to avoid future damages. This forward-looking approach is similar to neo-classical economic reasoning:
the price paid for a commodity (or the investment made today) cannot be read off the commodified
object but is valued based on assumptions about future development of prices (or returns). In a way,
risk-based reasoning displays a kind of negative economical thinking: present actions are valued based
on assumptions about the probability of future damages, triggered by these actions. Comparing the
field of security threats with the field of economics can help to better understand the underlying
problem that can be analysed as a problem of temporal order. It is not the present state of affairs that
matters, but the projected course of events.
That also points to the fourth problem: how to measure security threats? Typically the formula for the
assessment of risks is applied to solve the problem: multiplying the calculated probability with the
expected damage. ‘Security historically dominates privacy in crises such as attacks, but the current security
threat is cast as ongoing, with no near-term conclusion possible.’48 This indefinite nature of the conflict
seems thus to create novel circumstances. Is the reasoning done in a rational and responsible way, data
about past events has to be taken into consideration. This can be done as long as historical data is
available, which is not always the case, since often security threats are introduced as ‘novel’ and hitherto
unknown.

3.2 Crime and terrorism
Looking at the security threats with the highest public and political priority, we find a similar situation as
with the surveillance practices: it is very difficult to draw a precise line to define them. Terrorism is a
catch-all category, applicable to almost all situations. For surveillance technologies this means that all
forms of surveillance may be justified in preventing and combating terrorism.
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3.2.1 A few notes on terrorism
Terrorism in the post-Second World War context is a term applied by politicians and media to attacks on
civilian, state and military targets that are conducted outside of a war zone recognized by the same
politicians and media. The word terrorism has been emotive for the European public throughout the
late 20th century, as it is primarily associated with murderous attacks on civilians. However in the 21st
century, this has become particularly emotive following devastating terrorist attacks in New York,
London and Madrid. In the period between and including World War I and World War II, weapons now
regarded as weapons of terror were considered for use among civilian targets to cause demoralization.
Winston Churchill, for instance, held the following opinion: ‘I do not understand this squeamishness about
the use of gas. We have definitely adopted the position at the Peace Conference of arguing in favour of the
retention of gas as a permanent method of warfare. […] I am strongly in favour of using poisoned gas
against uncivilized tribes. The moral effect should be so good that the loss of life should be reduced to a
minimum.’49
In the initial post-WWII period, terrorism became identified with the type of attacks such as those made
by the Jewish Resistance Movement in trying to force the British out of Palestine and the formation of
the Israeli state. Although many attacks were directed at infrastructure such as railways and bridges, the
attack that crystallises the modern perception and interpretation of a terrorist act by the public was the
bombing of the King David Hotel by the Irgun group.50 This attack was aimed at the British military base
in the hotel but resulted in the death of 91 civilians.
Although history may have recognized the causes terrorists support as just and proper, despite the
means being vilified, many individuals identified as terrorists find that their labelling as such by
governments and media continues beyond the legitimization of their cause. As a member of Irgun,
Menachem Begin was labelled a terrorist and this label was maintained despite him becoming Prime
Minister of Israel and receiving a Nobel Peace Prize.51 Similarly, despite being released from prison in
1990 and becoming South Africa's first president following the collapse of the apartheid regime, Nelson
Mandela only had restrictions born of his terrorist status lifted by the U.S. in 2008.52
For the most part until the 1990s terrorism was divided into two categories for Europe; international and
domestic. International terrorism, with a few exceptions, occurred outside European boundaries and
was executed by non-residents of Europe. These attacks again varied, from attacks on infrastructure
through to the taking and killing of hostages. Domestic terrorism in Europe was largely committed by
European citizens and reflected conflicts relevant to the countries involved. This included groups such
as the Red Army Faction in Germany, Euskadi Ta Askatasuna (ETA), who want independence for a
particular region of Spain, and both the Loyalist and Republican groups in Northern Ireland, who
disputed the sovereignty of the territory. Despite these terrorist activities, security measures that caused
comparatively minimal disruption were put in place to counter these threats. Such measures included
e.g. the removal of refuse receptacles in central London and the so-called ‘Ring of Steel’ around the City
district of London.53
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The unexpected collapse of the Soviet Union and opening of the Warsaw Pact nations at the end of the
1980s suddenly left the U.S. and large parts of Europe without a ‘suitable enemy’54 both to justify the
military industrial economy and to unite the nation against. In the 1990s the colonial concept of
‘gunboat diplomacy’ was expanded beyond the use of naval bombardment and attack aircraft to using
the Tomahawk cruise missile giving rise to the term ‘cruise missile diplomacy’.55 However these were
frequently disproportionate responses (if not totally erroneous in the choice of targets) to attacks or
alleged involvement in attacks56 or even allegedly plotting attacks.57 It has even been suggested that the
1998 Tomahawk attacks on camps in Afghanistan, which had connections to Osama bin Laden,
provided the catalyst to closer relations between the Taliban regime and al-Qaeda owing to the deaths
of Afghan citizens.58
With the September 11th 2001 attacks in the U.S. this empowered Islamist network provided the new
‘suitable enemy’ that the U.S. and Europe had been without since the collapse of the Soviet Union. This
in particular enabled the perception of threats to domestic national security to move from the relatively
passive ‘Reds under the beds’ Cold War spying fear to an active fear of neighbours with ‘guns, gas,
germs or grenades under their pillows’. Failed raids59 and the media’s attention to Islamic converts such
as the ‘Shoe Bomber’ and the ‘American Taliban’60 further served to increase the public's paranoia.
Despite arguably providing no greater threat than the historic domestic terrorism (the Provisional IRA
almost succeeded in killing the sitting Prime Minister of the UK in 1984)61, this new hybrid
international/domestic terrorism has been used to justify increasingly pervasive and intrusive new
security measures. As Demchak puts it: ‘The possibility of unknown and uncontrollable actors beyond
national boundaries in millions of small decisions changing the internal dynamics of our nation is hugely
problematical in practical and theoretical terms.’62
Groups that are dedicated to domestic political change are finding themselves increasingly labelled as
terrorist organizations, justifying draconian measures to be taken against these groups. Additionally,
some governments and justice systems are trying to identify merely criminal acts as terrorist.63 Despite
these attempts to misuse the term ‘terrorist’ by governments and justice systems to investigate, curtail
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and punish undesirable groups, there still is a prejudice in media to assume that terror attacks are
Islamist as e.g. the Breivik attacks in Norway demonstrated.64
The use of disproportionate gunboat and cruise missile diplomacy, particularly against Islamic
organizations or populations, coupled with increased military presence in Islamic countries caused an
increase in Islamic groups willing to use violence and terror tactics in response. Attacks by these Islamic
groups on domestic territories gave a justification for continued military expenditure for defending
against international targets and also massive increases in domestic securitization using the emotive
threat of terrorism as a justification.65 Additionally large parts of the popular media actively propagate
the idea that significant new threats exist and securitization is justified despite the fact that domestic
terrorism has been a fact of life – at least since the inter-bellum period or arguably even before WWI –
for many European and NATO nations.

3.2.2 Fear of crime
Although sociological research on deviant behaviour and crime etc. dates back to the ‘Chicago School’
of a century ago, it became re-recognized on a large scale in the 1970s. Consequently ‘fear of crime’
came into focus as a research subject.66 By contrast, within the following decades crime started to
become in the political debate – slowly but steadily – perceived as an issue to be overcome either by
technological solutions and/or by securitization.
A number of studies conducted in the 1980s created substantial knowledge on these subjects. For
instance, Lewis and Salem published an innovative study on the connections between crime and
broader social aspects in 1986.67 On the basis of an excessive data collection carried out from 1975 to
1980, they indicated that concepts or feelings of safety are closely linked with the social control
perspective – i.e. fear of crime and fear of victimization – but also correlate strongly to neighbourhood
characteristics and detection, which they could primarily narrow down to the lack of control people feel
to have over their (social) environment.68
The political outcome on the basis of such findings (back then as well as in present times) leads to
various lines of political action: to programmes such as ‘zero tolerance’ at one end of the scale or to
social neighbourhood programmes and the like at the other. (The latter will be elaborated on in the
chapter ‘Alternative concepts’.) While these programmes indeed share a common ground in
endeavouring to increase (feelings of) safety – and control – in local vicinities, ‘zero tolerance’ is to a
greater extent connected to technological security solutions and thus not addressing root causes
whereas social programmes do aim at grasping a wider perspective.
Hence, a broader perspective on the character of fear is advisable, as Vanderveen indicates: ‘Fear of crime
is an umbrella concept that embraces all kinds of indicators and concepts and is not even so much about
“fear” and “crime”,’69 and elaborates furthermore: ‘In many studies “fear of crime” means the fear for one’s
safety and the experience of safety, which is perceived to be threatened by an expected, perceived or
encountered “dangerous” other person. “Fear of crime” then interacts with the perception of risk, an
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estimation that an undesirable or dangerous event will occur and the subjective assessment of one’s own
ability to deal with the possible threat, the imminent danger.’70
Also, perceptions of personal risk in everyday situations frequently do not equate to the mathematically
predictable risk. Risks, taken on an individual basis, from smoking to engaging in hazardous sports,
drunk driving or investing in stocks are judged on an entirely separated level of individual perception.71
Risks are reactively calculated and compensated in everyday life.72 ‘Risk is not “‘objective”’ but produced,
negotiated and manipulated within social interaction, for example, sometimes taking specific risk is socially
legitimated.’ 73 In other words: Risk as such is not neutral and neither is the framework surrounding it.74
Scheingold, besides others, noted in the 1980s that calls for law and order got integrally linked not only
to direct crime rates but also to rapid and unwelcome social change.75 Beckett states for the U.S. that as
early as the 1960s Conservatives began to use the crime issue in their critique of the welfare state.76 She
also notes that public fears about the social order were translating into social inequality (like protest
against racial injustice or poverty which got channelled by a symbolism on ‘fear of crime’). This is
suggesting some interesting parallels to contemporary conditions in Europe and its citizens’ antiausterity protests and the like. Beckett frames her findings with the democracy-at-work thesis77,
elaborating also on the impact of political and media discourse on popular attitudes. The thesis
theorizes that approaches to crime control are reflecting the worsening of the crime problem and the
public sentiment about it78, and that these are presented cursorily in no need for further elaboration,79
coming to the conclusion that ‘the ascendance of the rhetoric of policies of law and order is not an
expression of democracy in action. Rather […] the effort to replace social welfare with social control as the
principle of state policy.’80
Fear of crime and terrorism trigger hitherto unprecedented efforts by state authorities to gather data in
order to combat the perceived threats emanating from these ‘social evils’. In the following pages we will
address the different forms of data collection, and their intended and unintended effects.

3.3 Data collections
3.3.1 Data flow
One of the central strategies of increasing security is the control of individuals to identify potential
attackers. This typically entails the collection, storage and processing of person-related data.81 These
data can be used to selectively exclude individuals or have them undergo further scrutiny. This process
of social sorting82 creates a social practice that has been termed ‘dangerization’83, where the default
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attitude in every social situation is suspicion: an actor has to prove s/he is entitled to enter into a
transaction with an institution. The prototypical constellation is a person in front of an ATM: the
machine does not differentiate on the basis of age, race, class or gender; all people are equal and
anonymous when approaching this machine. But in order to enter into an exchange with the technical
system (and e.g. draw money from an account), identification based on information controlled and
provided by this technical system is required. The next levels are fingerprint required to gain permission
to access files on a computer or an iris scan required to gain access to a certain area in a building. The
logic of security policies requires these measures to be applied comprehensively to each and every
individual in order to sort out the potential predators. Some form of identification code is stored in a
database and the person who produces this code is granted permission to utilize the services this
system offers. ‘Knowledge of the population is now manifest in discrete bits of information which break the
individual down into flows for purposes of management, profit and entertainment. While such efforts were
originally a footnote to the historical rise of urban anonymity, they now constitute an important force in their
own right.’84 Getting access to controlled spaces, services or information requires such procedures of
proving one’s innocence (or eligibility).
Two types of problems emerge here: (1) the information stored in the database for purposes of
identification and granting access to service may be linked to other information without the person
being indentified in front of the machine knowing about this; (2) the person producing the identification
code may not be identical to the person whose data is stored in the database. Both problems can be
solved in principle: the first by disclosing all information to the individual and the second by introducing
multiple security checks and using e.g. additional biometric data for cross-checking identification. For
security policies, the second type of problem seems to be more pressing: how to prevent an individual
who is not entitled to gain access to a secured space or individualized service from overcoming the
controls in place to protect this space or service? The solution to this problem typically entails a
tightening and extension of control measures and links directly to the contemporary rise of biometric
measures.

3.3.2 For example Biometrics
Biometrics can be seen as a form of identification and surveillance that operates on information
gathered from the human body. The general logic of this form of surveillance is to link information,
taken from the physical body, to a database containing other information about the person. The
prototype is the fingerprint, used to identify an individual using a dactyloscopic database. In order to
work effectively, a database containing information about a large number of individuals has to be
established. From a surveillance perspective, the ideal solution would be to have some sort of bio-data
from all persons (e.g. a national comprehensive DNA register or fingerprint register, etc.), so that every
individual claiming an identity with a proper name can be checked against the bio-data stored in such a
database. The problem that is supposed to be solved by this type of practice is the identification of an
individual as being the person s/he claims to be, based on his/her biological existence.85
For instance, the state of India is currently creating the largest biometric database worldwide. By 2017,
India aims to identify each of its roughly 1.2 billion inhabitants through a unique personal 12-digit
number. Without any cost-ratio analysis done, a total of 36,000 registration offices have started to take
three biometric measurements of all individuals: facial images, fingerprints and iris scans. The estimated
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cost lies between 2.6 billion and 21.7 billion Euros. Civic advantages are supposed to be the
simplification of access to bank accounts, social benefits and such like, but also a strong improvement in
national security.86
Taking on Foucault, but analysing recent dynamics that go beyond Foucault, Haggerty and Ericson use
the term ‘surveillance assemblages’87 to describe such forms of late-modern dataveillance. Through the
process of assemblage, human bodies are abstracted and separated into a series of discrete (data) flows.
In a second step, these flows are reassembled into distinct ‘data doubles’ for the purpose of scrutiny,
targeting, sorting etc. They also state: ‘In the process, we are witnessing a rhizomatic levelling of the
hierarchy of surveillance, such that groups which were previously exempt from routine surveillance are now
increasingly being monitored.’88
The creation of biometric databases of whole populations might well be seen as the aim for ubiquitous
identification of every single individual claiming an (institutionally certified) identity.
Collecting data on the population is seen as a dominant strategy to improve security in the face of
perceived ubiquitous threats. Beyond the active collection of person-related data, surveillance-oriented
security solutions also work on data sets originally produced for non-security related purposes. Since
modern technologies continuously create machine-readable data sets of different transactions, it is easy
to access person-related information under the pretext of fighting crime and terrorism. A major field of
this form of surveillance-oriented security practice is electronic communication, producing large data
sets stored in what has been termed ‘the cloud’.

3.3.3 For example Cloud computing
Cloud computing is becoming more and more common, and (European) institutions are moving data as
well as ICT operations into the cloud. Third-party states and other actors do have legal access to the data
in the cloud; these include the U.S. government (mainly according to its 2001 Patriot Act) as well as
government agencies across the EU, as Hoboken, Arnbak and Eijk stress.89 They claim that ‘the U.S. legal
state of affairs implies that the transition towards the cloud has important negative consequences for the
possibility to manage information confidentiality, information security and the privacy of European end users
in relation to foreign governments.’90 Under the treaty of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Amendments Act, governmental organizations can arrange direct access to data of non-U.S. citizens
living abroad, with no commitment even to transparency.91 Hoboken et al. also remind all parties
collecting and storing data that data is never secure. Data in the cloud is at greater risk of ‘leaking’, and
of not being removed after deletion by the end user. Microsoft already stated in 2011 that EU citizens
would not be informed in cases where the U.S. government accessed the personal data stored by
Microsoft. Gordon Frazer, Microsoft Managing Director U.K., stated: ‘Microsoft cannot provide those
guarantees. Neither can any other company.’92
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These concerns are highlighted in a recent study carried out on behalf of the European Parliament.93
Bigo at al. stress that indeed the greatest challenges arising from cloud computing are not the
possibilities for cyber fraud but the loss of control over individual identity and data.94 They criticize that
the legal ground is highly unclear: ‘the set of relations currently defining cloud computing technologies
encompasses negotiations and tension between public authorities, private entities and public and private
authorities. In this set of relationships, data protection and privacy are often objects of negotiations to the
detriments of the individuals’ rights.’95
Cloud computing can thus serve as a good example to demonstrate the presumed trade-off latemodern societies are supposedly facing between a desirable level of consumer convenience on one
hand and an increasing risk of data violations accompanying this very convenience on the other. While
public attention is focusing on cybercrime as the new threat emerging with the spread of ICT, creating
the image of criminals moving into a new sphere, the rather mundane problems of data security,
surveillance and privacy infringement are played down. An informed public debate about the
functionality, advantages and disadvantages of such technologies is necessary for balanced risk
awareness on an everyday level. This entails a better understanding of the magnitude of the new
challenges flowing from so-called cyber criminals.

3.4 Cybercrime
Cybercrime is a comparatively new threat, and from a critical perspective it is far from clear whether it
really creates a lot of damage. Nonetheless, all sorts of surveillance measures are justified with reference
to this threat.96
Mattelart observed that ‘as soon as the Internet emerged as a public access network, geostrategists sought
to define the stakes and the protagonists involved in noopolitik, i.e., the politics of knowledge in the broad
sense. This notion, introduced in 1999, encompasses the civil (‘netwar’) and military (‘cyberwar’) aspects of
strategic control of information, knowledge and know-how, with a view to achieving given global political
and economic objectives.’97
DPI is at this juncture the core technology for Internet surveillance. As they can be used for a great
variety of purposes, ranging from pure network management to content filtering, rerouting and
blocking of websites as far as manipulation of websites and full users profiling, DPI technologies can be
seen as some of the most powerful surveillance tools of late modernity. The high potential DPI holds for
censorship, infringement and repression is obvious. (Since D3.1 and D 3.2 elaborate excessively on cyber
security and DPI technologies, there are only a few additional observations on contemporary European
approaches on the issues of cybercrime to be added here.)
In the beginning of 2013 EUROPOL launched its European Cybercrime Centre (EC³), claiming on the
website that ‘in fact, about one million people worldwide fall victim to some form of cybercrime every day’
and furthermore that ‘investigations into online fraud, online child abuse and other cybercrimes regularly
involve hundreds of victims at a time’98. Besides, placing ‘child abuse’ literally and prominently next to
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general online fraud, followed by claiming hundreds of victims at a time, is a rather interesting
approach.
International European dataveillance collaborations to be initiated and pushed by EC³ – to a greater
extent between law enforcement and industries – will include the following: ‘EC3 will fuse information
from open sources, private industry, police and academia. The new Centre will also serve as a knowledge base
for national police in EU Member States pooling European cybercrime expertise and training efforts, and
responding to queries from partners on specific technical and forensic issues. It will also reach out to industry
and other important non-law enforcement players to put in practice public-private partnerships and develop
general and more specialized threat assessments on the nature of cybercrime.’99
ENISA published in 2013 the ‘Threat Landscape Report’100 defining cyber threat agents as ‘any person or
thing that acts (or has the power to act) to cause, carry, submit or support a threat’. This is followed by a list
of these threat agents, basically including almost everyone: nation states, terrorists, cyber criminals,
hacktivists, corporations and also employees.101 That demonstrates once more that almost everything
and everyone is perceived as a potential threat to security – at least in cyberspace.
In contrast Brin102 and others emphasize the heterogeneity, flexibility or even fragility of surveillance
systems and argue that contemporary surveillance is not – like Bentham’s Panopticon or Orwell’s 1984 –
a one-sided instrument of sovereigns, tycoons or national authorities used to control the masses.
Surveillance can work both directions, which is bottom-up as well. Surveillance could even stabilize
democracy. Fuchs marks the fact the Internet can help to watch the watchers and to raise public
awareness.103
Social movements within transnational publics endeavour to influence national public spheres;104 the
resonance they are able to gain to a great extent depends on visibility. The Internet plays without doubt
an important role in this process. Web-based movements like Avaaz105 demonstrate indeed that onlinebased social movements can establish global information and activist chains on crucial social and
environmental issues, thus putting pressure on governments and pushing towards the social and
environmental good. (In the case of Avaaz, that is e.g. educational programmes for children in Pakistan,
some protection of the Amazon rainforest in Brazil and the Coral Sea in Australia etc.106)
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Morozov, for instance, argues quite the opposite, providing evidence for the conclusion that the
Internet is inhibiting rather than encouraging democracy.107 (See also the chapter ‘Information control on
the Internet’.)
A tentative conclusion at this point would be that the rise of the World Wide Web can be perceived
either as one of the greatest chances in the history of mankind, allowing for access to sheer indefinite
knowledge resources and global communication (for increasing parts of the world’s population, thus by
a long term not for all), or as a curse, opening up sheer indefinite possibilities for violation of intellectual
property rights, copy rights and privacy rights, furthermore accompanied by extremely dangerous cyber
criminals and cyber terrorists. Which direction the course will take on a global scale in the near future is
impossible to determine. Although serious attempts are being made to regulate and restrict cyberspace
on a global basis, they have not led to any consensus so far. The most recent attempt at global
regulation – made at the International Telecoms Union (ITU) Conference in Dubai at the end of 2012
aiming at ratification of an UN Treaty of International Telecommunications Regulations (ITR) did fail.108

3.5 Function creep
Technical systems can be put to many different uses and, as Kranzberg reminds us, technology is neither
good nor bad nor is it neutral.109 Technological systems like mobile phones, credit cards, GPS etc. are not
explicitly designed as surveillance measures but can be used for surveillance purposes. It can be stated
that function creep can never be ruled out as a possibility in any field of technology, and that consumer
convenience orientated technologies are especially prone to function creep.
An extremely interesting contemporary example can be found in the field of smart grid technologies.
On the one hand, smart grid technologies help by pushing towards a much better and more efficient
use of finite energy resources, thus promoting sustainability; on the other, the implementation of smart
grid technologies stands quite often in opposition to lessons learned from fields such as safety
engineering and creates legal uncertainty for the end users.110 Grid systems are vulnerable to
outsmarting on a small scale and cascade failures on a larger scale, and moreover more vulnerable to
cyber attacks than decentralized systems.111 This vulnerability triggers the demand for specific –
technological – security measures to protect the complex architecture of the smart grids. Such
‘technology fix circles’ will be criticized in the following chapter.
However, smart meter systems in particular are steadily finding their way into households all over the
world and hence into ‘trivial’ but core parts of everyday life, and might possibly be perceived as normal
in greater parts of Europe within the next decade,112 although they as yet remain highly controversial.
For instance, in the Australian state of Victoria consumers were forced to accept the roll-out of smart
meters in their households at the end of 2011. Although 10% of the households in the poll so far had
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refused the installation of the devices in the first place, the government released an (cost) audit and
presented a privacy impact assessment. Although the review revealed wrangling over legal liability,
suspected restricted supply to appliances, non-transparent cost schemes and further issues, the
government claimed to have no financial choice while the power companies reserved the right to cut
people off the supply in ‘extreme cases’. (At the end of 2013 when all of the 2.6 million homes and
businesses are planned to be connected, the estimated net cost will be 319 Australian dollars – to the
customers.)113
The debate about the pros and cons of these technologies is mainly down to exactly the dilemma
touched on by Kranzberg above. On the one hand, smart meter technologies offer a great deal of
potential, e.g. for cost and energy saving and thus for the environmental good in the long term. But on
the other hand, they are also inherently prone to intransparency and can be misused for customer ripoffs. They also can be used for surveillance purposes, social sorting, discrimination and the like. What
might be faced here is a somewhat slippery slope towards highly likely function creep (attempts). The
availability of data from smart metering systems is opening up a number of new possibilities for data
gathering and cross-system enforcement for companies, state agencies, law enforcement etc., and also
the means of a general dataveillance of the whole population. As stated thoroughly in D3.1 and
mentioned in the chapter ‘Privacy by Design’, a variety of PbD measures – on the organizational as well
as on the technological level – can be applied comparatively easily to smart meter technologies,
allowing for a relatively simple approach to protecting end users’ data.
Yet, smart grid technologies raise a long list of concerns: power relation concerns over governmental
control on all energy-using activities and the ‘kill-switch’ function; health concerns over emissions; social
concerns over fair and/or equal availability to the end users; and last but not least concerns over privacy
according to the usage of data by law enforcement and other agencies.

3.6 Technology investments and technology fix
Nuclear disasters like Chernobyl and Fukushima constitute some of the most threatening and
frightening major events of technological failure in the history of mankind. The protection of critical
infrastructures in the face of global terrorist threats is a relatively new challenge, emerging with the
increasing complexity of information and communication technology-based control structures of critical
infrastructures. Applying safety engineering measures to critical infrastructure, conducting hazard
analysis and establishing reliability centred maintenance are to create fault-tolerant systems to enhance
security in critical systems.
However, it is often technologies that are regarded as trivial to both consumers and businesses that can
cause serious issues through relatively minor discrepancies in their functionality. Technological – or an
inextricable mixture of technological and human – failures and malfunctions are also creating an
alarming number and variety of serious incidents that can turn out to be not just inconvenient but also
life threatening. The examples provided in this chapter offer some insight into the spectrum of events
and the issue of implicit reliance on technology.
December 2012: When Apple moved to its iOS 6 software, the town of Mildura, Australia (population
30,000) got misplaced by about 70 kilometres on Apple maps. At least four individuals got lost in that
area, which has poor mobile network coverage, little water and temperatures of up to 46 °C. Local police
had to go on rescue missions.114
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March 2009: The ‘Phantom of Heilbronn’, Germany, was one of the most bizarre European murder
mysteries of recent decades. After 15 years of police investigations for a phantom leaving DNA traces in
various unrelated (murder) crime scenes in Austria, France and Germany, all turned out to be a blunder:
the DNA belonged to an employee of the company providing state police departments with the cotton
swabs the DNA traces were recovered with.115
In this context, the general public’s trust in the infallibility of DNA testing methods is another crucial
issue that should be addressed. Also, popular culture does play an important role in creating everyday
life ‘knowledge’ about technology: The need to use DNA testing in solving crime cases is sold to the lay
public through highly popular global TV crime series such as CSI116.
However, Frumkin et al. demonstrated in a groundbreaking study the possibility of counterfeiting
human DNA: ‘Standard molecular biology techniques […] enable anyone with basic equipment and knowhow to produce practically unlimited amounts of in-vitro synthesized (artificial) DNA with any desired genetic
profile.’117 Furthermore, they also found that current forensic procedure fails to distinguish between ‘real’
and faked DNA. Yet, another fundamental problem arises in addition to the possibility of deliberately
counterfeiting DNA traces: once DNA databases reach a certain size, meeting the limits of standard
sampling methods seems ineluctable: ‘it is mathematically predicted an innocent person will be matched to
a crime they did not commit.’118
Not necessarily rooted in the fallibility of DNA testing as such, but rather in a mixed scenario of technocentrism accompanied by human failure, there are a number of documented cases where innocent
individuals were matched to crimes they did not commit.119
July 2012: The U.S. Justice Department announced a nationwide review of all cases handled by the FBI
Laboratory's hair and fibres unit before 2000 […] to determine whether improper lab reports or
testimony might have contributed to wrongful convictions. This is at least according to a minimum
number of 21,000 cases. ‘Thousands of criminal cases at the state and local level may have relied on
exaggerated testimony or false forensic evidence to convict defendants of murder, rape and other felonies.’120
Hair matches in particular are often contested. The 2012 review follows a series of scandals dating as far
back as the 1970s. In 2001, more than 1,400 cases of Oklahoma City police crime lab supervisor Joyce
Gilchrist had to be questioned once a review found that her claims on hair matching were ‘beyond the
acceptable limits of science’. Another case is that of the Montana crime lab director Arnold Melnikoff, who
was fired in 2004 over the questioning of more than 700 cases when reviewers called enormous
scientific errors, mainly on the accuracy of hair matches dating back even to the 1970s.121 The problem
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here is that proving one’s innocence in the face of supposedly infallible high-tech evidence can be
difficult for the layperson and the defence lawyer.
These examples demonstrate that the greater part of surveillance technologies in use are far from being
100% accurate and reliable, and, especially when combined with human error, are simply dangerous.
Surveillance technologies presented by the industrial security complex as being ‘the next groundbreaking’ invention most often do not stand the test for practicality.
For instance, in the case of public CCTV combined with face recognition technology, even the UK
Parliamentary Office of Science and Technology stated: ‘In controlled conditions these systems can achieve
accuracy of 96%, but covert face recognition is likely to be less effective. Obtaining clear facial images is
difficult owing to factors such as lighting, movement and accessories such as hats or glasses that obscure the
face. Chances of a false match increase with the size of the photograph database.’122
Practical implementation of surveillance measures – whether technological or procedural – frequently
cannot replicate the effectiveness in the field that was suggested by controlled laboratory pretesting or
ring-fenced pilot schemes. Malfunctions, false matches and other issues are not uncommon and the
ability to outsmart the systems cannot be excluded either.
Since false matches and other failures yield fundamental consequences for the mismatched individuals,
techno-centrism has – at least from a social perspective – to be understood as a slippery slope. The
complex of problems arising from these issues will be reasoned at greater length in the chapter
‘Implications’. Rather than stepping up surveillance technology measures to cure frequent issues with a
more-of-the-same approach, possibly causing further – more elaborate – problems, solutions found for
instance in the field of safety engineering could be taken into account for potential adaptation.
Moreover, the technological fix theorem has to be questioned in its ability to serve as a (key) narrative of
late modernity.

3.7 Conclusion: Replacement discourse
The ambiguity of the term security (see the chapter ‘Security, surveillance and privacy as terms and
concepts’), accompanied by a broad spectrum of possible security threats – the more so in an era of
global risks – facilitates political malpractice. ‘Conventional accounts that take identity as pre-given cannot
imagine a way out of the security dilemma, for they fail to capture the role politics plays in the
(re)construction of those very identities.’123 Because of the multi-layered nature of the definition(s) of
security, it holds emotional weight for the general public; therefore it is easy to alter the direction of
security discourse in order to manipulate the public response to conclusions, which might not
necessarily be the result, were the situation subject to an objective analysis. Since the states’ attempts to
secure national security are flanked by an enormous increase of the national and international industrial
security complex, ringled by the global players in the security sector and shadowed by lobbyist groups,
the security discourse appears to be highly contested and used in strategic contexts. Loader and Walker
state that security has become the political vernacular of our times.124 Politicians and lobby groups but
also the media (‘crime sells’) are distending possible threats, as highlighted in the chapter on ‘Crime and
terrorism’.
Whereas ‘public opinion’ is an important factor for stepping up security measures, another problematic
aspect can be envisaged: ‘Researchers and governmental organizations have not only used statistics to
understand social phenomena but mainly to prove their points and use it as a tool in policy and for decisions
in financial matters, like cutting back costs. […] Neither a systematic theory-driven (hypothetical–deductive)
122
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approach nor a systematic data-driven (inductive) approach has been used to develop the concept [of fear of
crime in e.g. public opinion polls] and its operationalisation.’125
Taking the findings of this chapter into account, it can well be stated that there is evidence for security
solutions not standing the test for effectiveness. Technological solutions to security problems do not
necessarily work in the way they are intended to in the first place, sometimes even creating highly
problematic side effects. Approaches focusing on a philosophy of more-of-the-same and using a
techno-fix strategy tend to create perpetual mobiles, and the irrefutable logic of securing security based
on non-events seems to become the dominant narrative of late modernity. In many cases, surveillance
measures are prone to function creep; also, mechanisms of what Schneier neatly named ‘security
theatre’126 are to be observed as well. While creating the feeling of improved security, these measures do
not really reduce risks. The continuous increase of airport security provides a perfect case for this
‘theatrical approach’127.
In other words, since the practice of government is becoming increasingly one of risk management128
and risk management has become – especially under neo-conservative political ideologies – a growing
industry129, the public visibility of some action taken against this threat seems to be increasingly more
important than an actual threat level. The international industrial–security complex130 on the global
scale is one of the fastest-growing industries. National authorities and a variety of other actors are
spending money on ill-conceived surveillance technologies. These technologies do not primarily
increase security, they increase the profits of an industry that is flourishing on high levels of public fears.
The European Commission recently proposed an action plan for the European security market to
stabilize its share in the world security market, stating that the security industry is ‘one of the sectors with
the highest potential for growth and employment in the EU’,131 with a market value of between €26 billion
and €36.5 billion.132 Pointing to positive economic effects, i.e. creating employment, is a rhetorical move
that is hard to question in political discourse. And since the security industry is promising to create new
jobs, the proposed course of action in the near future seems obvious. The most recent security concern,
fighting cybercrime activities, is seen as the key for the EU Internet-based economy, according to EU
commissioner Malmström.133
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4. Implications
4.1 Privacy
Citizenship in late modernity is marked by a host of identity documents. Our everyday lives have turned
into a gigantic paper trail134 – or increasingly into electronic data traces. A few decades ago identity
documents consisted of printed papers, kept in folders on shelves, and information exchange among
different organisations required an active effort (e.g. sending letters with photocopies).
It is a truism that this has changed fundamentally. Whereas comprehensive biometric databases of
whole populations might well be achieved in the near future, allowing for ubiquitous identification of
the individual, data protection and privacy protection are becoming more important and at the same
time increasingly difficult. ‘The notion of data privacy, while it has held a consistent core for about 40 years,
is not static. New principles continue to emerge and become absorbed in new or amended data privacy
legislation, the most notable recent example being ‘data breach notification’. Other emergent principles
include data tracking restrictions, the anonymous transactions right, and the ‘right to be forgotten’, though
they can usually be seen as specific implications of already existing general principles.’135
The concept of a (off-line) private sphere, defined in spatial terms of the private home (reaching back to
the Greek notion of oikos), is of no avail in the age of the ‘Homo electronicus’, and hence a redefinition of
privacy is becoming inevitable. The boundaries between public and private domains – and along with it
the ‘old’ concept of privacy – seem blurred already (see also D3.2.). It cannot be neglected that,
concerning personal privacy, the rise of social networks such as Facebook is steadily changing the
perceptions of privacy for greater parts of the population and especially the younger generations.
Advanced positions held within the ‘digital natives’ web community’ claim that the very basic idea of
private sphere is nothing more than an outdated concept from the last century, and thus even ‘our
children may find the word “anonymous” impossibly quaint, perhaps even incomprehensible,’ 136 which is
not only perceived as negative.137 (This view will be challenged in the chapter ‘Social profiling’.)
But it is also the potential future consequences of present behaviour where ‘privacy problems often
lie’.138 Since awareness is the basis of and the key to one’s privacy (enhancing) behaviour – in the nonvirtual world as well as in cyberspace – knowledge and awareness of one’s behavioural patterns and
potential threats to privacy have to be gained by the individual in the first place. This requires
reconnaissance as well as educational training. To clarify, this is by no means arguing for putting topdown pressure on individuals to get back offline or back onto the trees, but rather to push for an
informed open debate. At the end, concerning one’s privacy it is also one’s optional attitude towards
privacy that matters.139
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As Allmer states, critical privacy movements do need to develop what he calls counter-hegemonic
power for and to raise awareness of privacy threats.140 According to Lyon, awareness should furthermore
be raised by professional groups, especially those practitioners directly concerned with information
management.141 Bennett also notes that privacy advocacy can be expressed in many ways, whether that
be traditional activism, scholarly research, consultancy, IT development, journalism or even art.142
Three main arguments can be envisaged for our perspective concerning privacy in the context of this
task. We stress that (1) the consequences of present behavior might potentially only arise in the future,
but it is still today’s attitude towards privacy that matters; (2) privacy is less about the content but rather
about the functional relevance; (3) citizens need to be better informed about (novel) technologies and
the impact these technologies have on rights such as the right to privacy. These three points do indicate
once more the need for an informed public debate, changes in the general educational systems and
various approaches of Public Understanding of Science (PUS).

4.2 Information control on the Internet
As Evgeny Morozov, castigator of the perception of the web as a democratic freedom- of-speech space,
points out sharply: ‘Silicon Valley imagines itself as the un-Chick-fil-A. But its hyper-tolerant facade often
masks deeply conservative, outdated norms that digital culture discreetly imposes on billions of technology
users worldwide. […] Silicon Valley does not engage in direct censorship. What it does, though, is present
ideas and terms that have gained public acceptance as something to be ashamed of. Silicon Valley doesn’t
just reflect social norms – it actively shapes them in ways that are, for the most part, imperceptible.’143
There are two key issues here, one of which is that of the effects according to the zero-tolerance nature
of algorithms not ‘only’ on matters of dataveillance, cross-system enforcement technologies and alike
but also relating to all sorts of content on the worldwide web. (Copyright) warning interruptions in livestreamed events owing to copyright protection means are one example of possible interferences.
A recent prominent example of a malfunction of copyright protection enforcement technology
occurred in the live stream from the Hugo Awards in September 2012, where the acceptance speech of
author Neil Gaiman was cut off with some cryptic copyright warning.144 Since Neil Gaiman is not only a
popular author but also a popular and incredibly active ‘netizen’ and blogger, with additionally almost
1.8 million followers on Twitter and over 500,000 fans reading his Facebook updates, this was a big deal
in the ‘net world’.
While this incident illustrates the power of algorithms, it was nevertheless only annoying for fans and
rather harmless in the big picture.
The second and crucial problem is that of the many opportunities for exertion of influence and
censorship, concerning not only but especially the main global players Google, Facebook etc. Morozov’s
critical view of contemporary communication strategies in the current web environment is indeed
accompanied by numerous examples of what can basically be termed as (indirect) censorship or
exertion of influence. This is working both ways – from within the web service providers themselves and
140
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through pressure placed on them from the outside by corporations concerned about copyright
infringements etc.
In 2012 Google, for instance, was asked to remove over 51 million links to infringing web pages, mostly
owing to copyright violations. Currently, Google has to process half a million infringing links per day,
while major record labels and other global companies want Google to increase its anti-piracy efforts
intensively.145 Even Google itself is raising concerns about these dramatic figures. As Google’s Legal
Director Fred Von Lohmann stated in 2012, ‘As policymakers evaluate how effective copyright laws are,
they need to consider the collateral impact copyright regulation has on the flow of information online. […] By
making our copyright data available in detail, we hope policymakers will be able to see whether or not laws
are serving their intended purpose and being enforced in the public interest.’146
Arbitrarily, Google itself does play an important role in shaping perception.
How powerful Google rankings are can be illustrated with the example of a German online company,
‘Holzspielzeug-Discount’ (Wooden Toys), which was victim to cyber fraud at the end of 2011. The
company was being blackmailed but refused to pay and was soon afterwards facing a massive decrease
in business, up to 75%. Expert testimony on search engine optimization (SEO) proved that the
company’s webpage showed a massive back linking to sites in Eastern Europe, Asia etc., creating crossover bad links with negative spam wordings such as Viagra, sex, porno, which seemed to have had
serious impact on the Google ranking.147 The process of removing these linkages is intricate since
Google doesn’t have a serial interface for those matters yet.148
Besides the power of Google rankings, functions like Google’s auto completion play an important role.
The blacklisting of such words as ‘bisexual’ on Google’s auto completion is just one example of the many
possibilities to influence the kind of results offered in the first place – which translates into visibility and
therefore perception, knowledge and power.
This is particularly interesting, since what is perceived as acceptable or inacceptable is often rather
highly non-transparent and lacking balance (even within the same ‘standards’ applying for a particular
country). Once Facebook pages of reputable online magazines are being blocked within 24 hours for
violating e.g. sex standards through rather harmless cartoons149 or even pictures of breastfeeding150 are
taken down while pages on Facebook which are clearly to be seen as appealing for sexual harassment
(or racist content) are having to be reported by a large number of Facebook users over a period of weeks
or longer (or even petitions started, for that matter)151 until eventually action is taken by Facebook, solid
standard policies cannot be spoken of at all. As long as (sexual) hate speech pages on Facebook like
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‘teach sluts to run faster to avoid becoming victims’152 are simply termed as controversial humour and stay
online,153 accessible to all users hitting the respective national age limit for such content, these
standards are not sufficient.
Serious incidents with greater impact on the freedom of speech are also to be observed and seemingly
with increasing frequency.
One showcase example is that of the WikiLeaks/Amazon incident at the end of 2010. Amazon.com – as
the host of the cloud computing services of WikiLeaks – chucked the main WikiLeaks website and also
some subsites devoted to U.S. diplomatic documents soon after the site hosted leaked U.S. embassy
cables. Amazon announced it had been contacted by the Chairman of U.S. Homeland Security.154 Also, a
few days later, the WikiLeaks domain name was withdrawn as well. While the provider claimed that
cyber attacks on WikiLeaks endangered other customers’ services, the WikiLeaks lawyer stated that
‘pressure appears to have been applied to close the WikiLeaks domain name’, and also reputable
newspapers such as The Guardian were quoting that U.S. companies ‘have also come under intense
political pressure to remove any connection to, or support for, WikiLeaks.’155
Fundamentally, partly invisible and highly problematic attempts towards influence and censorship are
working in the contested world of cyberspace and more so underneath web-algorithms (as well as
underneath e.g. behavioural pattern recognition systems). Algorithms have the power to determine
cultural acceptability of standards on the web, and current developments do show some resistance
against liberal opinions or even a push towards conservative mainstream attitude estimating social
norms and values.156

4.3 Smart surveillance and behavioural pattern recognition
As demonstrated in D3.2, in the chapter ‘Smart CCTV surveillance’, there is currently neither a legal
definition to distinguish smart surveillance from any other form of surveillance, nor a consistent
technical terminology available to describe what makes a surveillance system ‘smart’. Definitions of
smart surveillance on the technical level vary distinctively and range from terminologies like ‘automated
respectively automatic video surveillance’ to surveillance systems being ‘capable to extract specific
information […] in order to generate high-level event descriptions that can ultimately be used to make
automated or semi-automated decisions’.157 However, it can clearly be asserted that the rapid increase of
smart surveillance technologies is pushing towards mass-surveillance measures.
Besides the critique on the potential negative impact of mass surveillance on society, there are also
counter-arguments to be found. In theory it could be presumed that mass surveillance measures can
yield the quite opposite effect and enhance security without interfering with privacy. For instance,
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automated (video-) surveillance without any (stored) recordings and even without any real-time
watching in the first place could be assessed as more proportionate for a balance between privacy and
security than conventional forms of CCTV. If any further action to be taken (like watching, recording,
storage, processing of data) was only started once a problematic situation or an incident occurred
(comp. D3.1.), the right to privacy of anyone else would remain unaffected.
From a social perspective, lots of assumptions about human perception are made and remain
unquestioned once it is spoken of ‘incidents’ and the like. Simon Davies pointed out on the rise of smart
CCTV systems: ‘For one thing, somebody has to decide what “normal behaviour” is, and that somebody is
likely to represent a narrow, authoritarian viewpoint. The system reflects the views of those using it […]
Anyone who does act out of the ordinary will be more likely than now to be approached by security guards,
which will put pressure on them to avoid standing out. […] The push to conformity will be extraordinary.’158
Behavioural pattern recognition for instance aims at eliminating every potential threat in advance; that
is pointing towards a pre-emptive society where everyone has at first to be considered a potential
threat. A steady shift from ‘post-crime’ to ‘pre-crime’ situation management can be observed for at least
two decades; van Brakel and de Hert even talk about a shift towards a pre-crime society with proactive
and predictive characteristics.159
Also, how to teach the idea of ‘fair use’ to an algorithm remains an unsolved question for the time being
since algorithms come naturally with the inherent assumption of zero-tolerance.160 Since knowledge
creates power and vice versa161, mass surveillance per definition remains an asymmetric instrument in
the hands of those in charge and in power of the data – whether that is governments or the industrial
complex – over the ‘masses’ of ordinary citizens.

4.4 Social profiling
4.4.1 Dataveillance
Mass dataveillance aims at (specific) groups of people while personal dataveillance aims at pinning
down the particular individual for profiling and targeting reasons. Profiling in terms of dataveillance
becomes problematic once assumptions or rather chains of assumption are being created rooting in
and based on categories such as religion, race or social class.
Personal data surveillance used for simple front-end verification (e.g. a bank searching for
inconsistencies in past payment records of someone applying for a credit card) is common practice162
and can possibly be perceived as widely socially accepted despite privacy issues involved in such a
procedure. But contemporary technological advances in cross-system enforcement and the like opened
up a whole range of privacy-threatening options to cross-check, compare, classify and scrutinize (actions
and characteristics of) individuals. Clarke defines cross-system enforcement as the relationship of one
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individual to one organization depending on the relationship of that individual to another
organisation.163
Once students cannot re-enrol for their next term without having returned their outstanding books to
the university’s library,; or once one cannot get a marriage licence while having outstanding parking
tickets164, cross-system mechanisms show their impact on everyday life.
Additionally, surveillance practices like data mining are aiming at social sorting by classifying
information about individuals available in different databases. The bulk of this information emerges
from the myriad of data traces left in electronically mediated exchanges of consumer society. The key
question here is: in what category or group should you properly be placed?
First, the possibility of someone being counterfeit, accidentally mismatched or blacklisted cannot be
ruled out. ‘Although no official statistics exist on false positives, the existence of ”collateral damages’’ related
to blacklists and no-fly lists is acknowledged at the EU and UN level.’165 This might become an even larger
problem if a blacklisted person doesn’t know about the underlying mechanisms and therefore has fewer
options to protest against it. After all, companies often use the most cost-effective insecure and
inaccurate solutions.166 Algorithms also have no ‘fair use’ mechanism, so that incorrect categorization of
a person, based on standardized routine procedures, is not uncommon.167
Even if the data is ‘correct’ and the cross-system enforcement is functioning properly, and data-mining
exercises are carried out within the legal framework, the questions remain about what impact this
technology has on an individual and what power it exerts on society.

4.4.2 Cyberveillance
Since for instance U.S. defence companies are screening social network sites on behalf of the U.S.
Department for Homeland Security (DHS)168, it seems obvious that through cross-system enforcement
individual profiles of the users are being created. Moreover, social networks like Facebook and microblogging services like Twitter are under automated DHS surveillance and are routinely screened for
keywords. The list of approximately 500 keywords (which was made public in a DHS report)169 contains
words such as security, response, cloud, wave, resistant, sick, power, smart, pirates, recruitment, home
grown, emergency, ice, storm, snow, warning, aid, china, airport, subway and communication, which makes
it obviously almost impossible for users of any of these social network services to stay off the radar of
these screening and filtering processes.
Additionally, cases like that of the Irish citizen Leigh van Bryan and his girlfriend (who were barred from
entering the U.S. because of his tweet ‘I go and destroy America’)170; or that of Paul Chambers in the UK
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(who was arrested and subsequently charged and convicted of causing a menace under the UK
Communications Act a week after his tweet ‘Crap! Robin Hood airport is closed […] I'm blowing the airport
sky high’)171; or that of the arrest taking place under the UK Malicious Communication Act in Aylesham,
UK (for posting a picture of a poppy burning on Twitter)172, show how impetuous and overwrought
these security surveillance scenarios have got already, and what serious implications spontaneous
demonstrations of anger, ‘bad jokes’ or even inconclusive formulations can have for the individual.
D3.1 states in the chapter Social network surveillance: ‘However, the current state of the art in classical
social network surveillance combines the techniques of […] DPI network monitoring with new technologies
of data mining. In doing so, filtering algorithms tuned in for atypical behavioural patterns and the automated
removal of inappropriate and illegal content. But the effectiveness regarding security enhancement in social
networks remains doubtful since the predefinition of typical user behaviour does not always lead to satisfying
results.’173
Moreover, attempts are already going far beyond a ‘simple’ screening of tweets and the like. Not only
are psychologists increasingly examining social media as a rich and easily accessible source of all
possible sorts of data, recent pilot studies on e.g. personal profiling of Twitter-users for the purpose of
character (pattern) recognition. On the one hand, some scientists claim that such algorithmic models
could be used for comparing character traits between countries, but on the other hand, security
authorities also hope to identify psychopaths, using algorithmic models. Since Cornell University
researchers174 conducted a word-pattern analysis of the writings of psychopaths, claiming to have found
similarities and patterns, this method is hoped to be adopted for an analysis of the writings of
individuals in social and especially micro blogging networks to be able to filter out the ‘dangerous
ones’.175
This points also to very interesting future scenario on the evolvement of privacy rights and/or
challenges for the legal systems, which can hardly yet be fully envisaged. Even if the data is on the basis
of consent of a particular individual lawfully accessible to everyone, character recognition carried out on
the single individual and ‘results’ possibly made public does go beyond ‘customary’ kinds of social
media analytics or customer targeting.
Since dataveillance and related industries play an important role in the global economy, the supply of
services in this sector is getting increasingly pushed and contested. Global corporations such as IBM
offer highly targeted and specialized customized predictive analysis services to companies and other
stakeholders. IBM, for instance, supplies the complete range of dataveillance practices: ‘advanced
analytics, data mining, text mining, social media analytics and statistical analysis including regression
analysis, cluster analysis and correlation analysis, data collection and online survey research, data modelling
and predictive modelling.’176
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Haggerty and Ericson remind us also that democracy is not an operative principle of corporations.177 It
should not be ignored that ‘with more netizens flaunting their actions and thoughts in the open, social
media has become a mainstay in police work’178 and often helps to uncover and identify criminals. It has
been recognized that ‘Facebook-posting crooks are making life much easier for cops’179 since ‘you have guys
who are bragging about their crimes online.’180 What might – in such cases – be perceived as
straightforward lawful cyber investigation thus becomes blurry on the matters of access to individual
accounts and the course of further investigations and the ‘leaking out’ of information.
In the case of the Boston Craigslist Killer in 2009, the lawfully executed Facebook subpoena of the
suspect (and convicted killer) was – besides other sensitive documents – made widely public by the
Boston Police Department as part of the case file, including the full names of all of his Facebook friends plus
their Facebook IDs and more information on these unrelated third parties.181
How similar incidents can be prevented in the future remains an open question yet. As intelligible and
crucial as it is for law enforcement to investigate such serious violent felonies and murders by accessing
all information available and taking all action necessary, there is obviously a need for social-media policy
for law enforcement and furthermore for sound legal protection of these unrelated third parties and
their core privacy rights.

4.4.3 Social sorting
Once surveillance practices are combined with risk analysis – carried out in the name of (national)
security – the sorting of whole populations into groups and clusters seems inevitable. ‘Risk analysis treats
the “at-risk” human being as a passive agent in the path of potentially disastrous events. In an effort to
produce policy-relevant assessments, human populations are often classified into groups.’182 ‘One’s value or
risk is assigned in advance based on statistical probabilities.’183 Tendencies pointing towards technocentrism are to be observed, and discriminatory mechanisms following on as main or side effects might
seem therefore somewhat admissible and unchallenged.
Individuals get increasingly confronted with individual advantages or disadvantages based on their
personal profiling, i.e. being classified as wealthy or poor, middle-class or underclass, healthy or
unhealthy etc. This might lead to social exclusion, since individuals do experience serious discrimination
based on such profiling.184 Thus, since we are not living in a perfect world of freedom, equality and
justice, one most crucial reasoning for perpetuating (some) of our personal privacy should be kept in
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mind, as Baghai reminds us vividly: ‘The contention here is that privacy conflicts arise when an event in one
social system becomes relevant, arguably without justification, to selection of communication in another
system, e.g. when love affairs become thematic in evaluating professional competence; health conditions
become relevant to securing a bank loan; or sexual orientations become relevant to employment. The public
or private nature of communication is not determined by its content, i.e. whether it involves secrets,
embarrassing or confidential information, or merely trivial daily transactions, rather, by its functional
relevance to the social system in question. Thus, if the love affair involves one’s subordinate, the health
condition undermines one’s ability to be party to a contract, and the employer happens to be the Catholic
Church, the system reference and functional relevance of communication change and so do the legal
contours of privacy.’185 This matter of fact can yet be seen as one of the core problems of personal
profiling and cross-enforcement technologies.
For instance Amoore and De Goede investigate how dataveillance promotes a culture of suspicion; and
how risk classification designed to trace terrorist financing tends to focus on e.g. migrants, students or
the unemployed, promoting financial exclusion of certain groups, criminalizing whole sectors of society
and influencing individuals’ ability to lead normal lives.186 If automated sorting of customers by their
postal code into the group ‘marginalised neighbourhood’ is the basis of consumption detriment (such
as denying credit cards or special services), it can be spoken of discrimination on the basis of consumer
social sorting. The next steps are, for instance, forcing the unemployed to stop smoking187 or
implementing pedometer measuring for the sake of their health and for their own good – as it was put –
as is currently being pilot tested in Germany’s state of Brandenburg.188
A recent example of discrimination on the basis of the grouping of people into dangerous classes is the
cancellation of Iranian students’ bank accounts in Germany at the end of 2012. ‘Over the course of one
week, several hundred Iranian students in Germany have reported that their German bank accounts were
terminated; the only explanation for the closings appears to be that Iranians are a risk for German banks due
to “Iran's diplomatic relationship with the United States.”’ According to Omid Nouripour, a member of the
German parliament, German banks do not want the U.S. to ‘hold them in contempt for doing business with
Iranians.’189 Human Rights organizations got actively involved, a petition was started, etc. Investigations
and exploratory talks among the various stakeholders are ongoing.190
‘Moreover, practices of profiling and social categorization can also result in “rational discrimination” that
hides stereotypes and categories that would be declared illegal in other settings, but that attract less
attention when these assumptions are embedded in algorithms.’191
A growing number of studies highlight that the automated sorting by categories of personal data can
reproduce marginalizing effects and negative discrimination.192
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4.5 Regulation and normalization
4.5.1 Public space
The impact (smart) CCTV surveillance in public space has on citizens’ ordinary everyday life is crucial as
well. Frehsee reminds us that those righteous citizens, who would claim to have nothing to hide, could
quickly become targeted and punished for just minor and/or even accidental ‘misbehaviour’.193 As
European states become more and more judgemental and regulatory on what used to be ‘normal’ or
leastwise accepted behaviour some years ago, everyday-life actions become issues within new
regulatory frameworks. Cleaning a car outside the house or burning garden rubbish in the backyard?
Being a smoker and throwing the butt on the street? Riding on the tube with a pet dog without a
muzzle? Sitting in the park, enjoying a summer evening, drinking a beer? In a (growing) number of
European countries, these actions are considered as breaking local ordinances and thus can be punished
with administrative fines.
To stretch the leastwise example a bit further: Once a person can be penalized for the public
consumption of alcohol on a park bench, while a few meters away people are consuming alcohol in the
outdoor facilities of a bar unchallenged, it is apposite to talk about structural discrimination on the basis
of a consumer society. (Smart) CCTV surveillance facilitates this discrimination. Arguments by local
authorities on the necessity of surveillance measures like CCTV to stop incidents and criminal acts are
then also – and arguably in some cases mainly – directed towards all sorts of ‘inappropriate’ behaviour.
‘Surveillance is never value-neutral. Surveillance is an observation, and information collection, mechanism,
which can be seen as an extension of an apparatus of directed control from which it cannot be separated. The
state’s role ceases to be neutral adjudicator and infrastructure provider, but becomes increasingly
judgemental – imposing its own normative values through a feedback of surveillance and action.’194 Those
not acting within the boundaries of a capitalist–consumerist approach to everyday life and consumption
are not only the lesser appreciated in a consumer society, it becomes furthermore possible to turn them
into delinquents while an underlying neoliberal approach is partly hiding behind security discourses or
respectively securitization.
The enforcement of a greater number of such new regulations would be unequally more difficult if it
wasn’t for the implementation of elaborate technologies to support and push these processes.
Developments aiming at the regulation of all sorts of individual behaviours in public space are already
becoming ubiquitous in European countries.

4.5.2 Policing
One could argue that the legislative systems in European countries are already well prepared to deal
with imminent (terrorist) danger. For instance, Germany covers pre-emptive means through the
controversial §129a StGB (=Criminal Code) ‘Bildung krimineller Vereinigungen’ (=Anti-terrorism-law)195,
which is supposed to be applied when significant and considerable danger is to be expected in the
course of terrorist activities, and in the codes of criminal procedure (StPO) through ‘Gefahr im Verzug
(GiV)’ ( = Exigent circumstances). Once the basic premise of GiV is emphasized, a large number of lawful
investigative tools are at the hand of police and law enforcement agencies.
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A prominent case is that of a German sociologist who was imprisoned in 2007 under the premises of
§129a StGB. The commonly so-called terrorist paragraph §129a allows for many measures of targeted
surveillance.196 The arrest had followed years of inconclusive all-over surveillance including data mining,
dataveillance, CCTV, tracking and (electronic) eavesdropping and later also DNA testing. The arrest,
however, took place primarily on the basis of the ‘evidence’ that his scientific writing and also his
extensive usage of the term ‘gentrification’ had been in the intellectual and sophisticated style used in
written claims of responsibility from a militant organization (search warrant issued for arson attacks with
material damage on German armed forces vehicles). Following a worldwide wave of protest against his
detention, he was released three weeks later; the trial, however, was finally set three years later with
acquittal.197
As long as interceptions are done within the legal framework by national authorities in democratic
states, the targeting of individual suspects meets with wide acceptance in civil society. However, as it
was just exemplified, lawful interception is entirely possible without necessarily meeting principles of
proportionality or suitability.
Not only the UK’s Occupy London protests in 2011 and further protests were accompanied but also
followed by the usage of extensive and excessive technological surveillance measures.198 Also for
instance in the UK anti-terrorism laws were used for tackling minor misdemeanours.199
In the case of the U.S., revelations at the end of 2012 and in the beginning of 2013 about F.B.I.
surveillance of the Occupy Wall Street Movement do place very serious concerns on what is yet to be
expected to come to light in terms of peaceful citizens’ protests labelled200 as a terrorist/extremist threat
by U.S. authorities to justify ubiquitous surveillance.201
‘[…] Scepticism about state power – a scepticism apparent in the long-standing preoccupation of police
studies with the (arbitrary, violent) operation of police powers and discretion […] – indicates the importance
of forms of constitutional and political regulation within any schema that seeks to defend the proper place of
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the state in the just and democratic production of internal security, and even here it is rightly concerned with
the bluntness and fragility of such protective instruments.’202
Surveillance technologies and practices become more and more ubiquitous in policing as well as in
everyday life practices and it can be observed that (surveillance) technologies which are available will
eventually be used. That leads – besides other problematic aspects – to the dilemma of democratic
oversight on surveillance measures.

4.6 Conclusion: Human rights at stake
Foucault reminds us that it is analytically impossible to divide power and knowledge: power creates
knowledge and vice versa.203 Any use of information technology and all surveillance measures are
collecting and generating sheer indefinite masses of information in the first place; once transferred into
classified knowledge such as personal profiles stored in corporate databases, the access to this
advanced information is one of the keys for asymmetrical power relations. The problematic aspects of
technological approaches such as behavioural pattern recognition are crucial: whoever is in the position
to define ‘normal behaviour’ is establishing a power relation.
As it was elaborated mainly in the chapter ‘Information control on the Internet’, algorithmic gatekeepers
of security and smart surveillance technologies play a crucial role in shaping our cultural perception.
Automated technological systems can be used to make inconvenient opinions or even evidence less
visible in the virtual public of the Internet or uncommon behaviour less acceptable. This is typically not
the result of an intentional moral crusade but rather a side effect of enforcing local cultural or ethical
standards. The problem though is that such decisions about decent behaviour or language based on
local standards are enforced globally through the Internet.
Additionally, flanked by a variety of surveillance measures, neoliberal ideologies are encoding neoliberal
values into the system of institutional efficiency and commercial profit is often excluding the social
good.204
Practices of dataveillance, cyberveillance, etc. are to become ubiquitous and ‘in the surveillance society
social sorting is endemic.’205 Gandy refers to practices of social sorting as panoptic sort, emphasizing very
distinctively: ‘The panoptic sort is a screen that excludes, a filter that blocks, a magnet that ignores fine wood
in preference for base metals. The sorting process works primarily by eliminating those who are too much, too
little, too late … too bad!’206 These mechanisms are fundamentally pushing the perpetuation of social
inequality. To put that into perspective, matching with a specific (suspicious) subgroup either willingly
or accidentally, either as a positive or a false positive, cannot only lead to discrimination quickly, it might
also show serious impact on the well being and the whole life course of an individual. While ‘mistakes’
with impact on individuals and their lives are seen as regrettable, they are also seen as inevitable, as
acceptable collateral damage in order to maintain what is perceived the overriding security theorem.
Lyon stresses the category is becoming more important than the individual207 – which is, strictly
speaking, no less than fundamentally inhuman.
Accompanied by the fact that the data collected by the private sector for customer relations and
targeting and also all data floating in social networks in cyberspace can eventually be used by national
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security agencies for further extensive dataveillance profiling shows the two sides of the coin once
more. (For problematic aspects of the lawfulness of interception measures, see D 3.2.)
How seriously the privacy rights of unrelated third parties – who, for instance, happen to be somewhat
loosely connected to (perilous) criminals – can be violated was exemplified in the chapter on
‘Cyberveillance’. The fact that law enforcement agencies are to hand criminal case files and similar
documents including most sensitive data on unrelated third parties to the media shows that mandatory
social-media policies are not only for these authorities a necessity on the one hand while there is also an
increasing need for sound legal protection on the other. As Borking remarks, ‘Lawyers and technologists
should proactively try to solve privacy problems instead of reactively responding to complaints when harm
already has been done.’208
The examples of e.g. the Twitter incidents demonstrate how impetuous, overwrought and a somewhat
fast-selling item governmental surveillance has already become, creating on the basis of excerpts
serious aftermaths for the citizens involved. Since these incidents and scenarios are rapidly increasing,
the developments should be observed with concern.
European states do become increasingly regulatory on e.g. behaviour in public space. When taking into
consideration possible next steps to be taken by the authorities to prohibit what can be perceived as
‘inappropriate behaviour’, there is no less than the public civil society at stake.
A further fundamental problem is emerging: If every potentiality of any threat has to be eliminated before
anything happens, the presumption of innocence – not necessarily in the first place in strict legal terms
(applied in court cases) but rather as an everyday practice of those authorities securing security – is
consequently going to be negated on a regular basis.
Also the ability to transform external constraints into self-constraints209 should not be underestimated.
Once individuals are facing the possibility of drawbacks, they can easily be restrained from public
statements or civic engagement – which was termed the chilling effect.210 This effect might lead
consequentially to the negation of exercising democratic rights. This peril was acknowledged e.g. in
Germany in 1983 through a cornerstone decision of the Federal Constitutional Court of Germany, on the
foundations of the concept of informational self-determination.211 In the UK the 2009 report of the
British House of Lords recognized this peril as well, stating that the surveillance may disturb some of the
preconditions that underpin the relationship between the individual and the state.212
If citizens do increasingly consider exercising democratic rights such as participating in political
discourse, civic engagement, forms of public protest and the like as potentially disadvantageous or even
dangerous, it can be spoken of the civil society being at stake.
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5. Alternative concepts
In this chapter, various approaches to maintaining and enhancing security in different domains will be
discussed and evaluated. The focus will be on alternative security-enhancing strategies applicable in late
modern societies. In comparing strategies to enhance security, their merits will be assessed against the
background of an overall theoretical framework.
Adequate responses to security threats can be developed in different ways. A distinction can be made
between prevention and mitigation: A security threat can be tackled in order to prevent the damage
materializing. On the other hand, a response can focus on the minimization of damage caused by an
event or – possibly most importantly – measures can be taken towards strengthening resilience, and a
resilience-aware society.
Society-based alternative approaches are encountered by two fundamental problems: (1) revitalizing a
communitarian spirit is not an easy task at all and as stated (2) community-based approaches can have
detrimental effects on late-modern lifestyles and universalistic values. We will get back to these
problems in the final chapter ‘Conclusion’. Social, non-technical alternatives to perceived security
threats always encounter a series of standard counter-arguments. They often cannot present the crisp
and superficially convincing logic of technological solutions. They operate in a larger, cultural, societal
frame, and they approach the problem often in a more indirect and also long-term way when looking at
so-called root causes.

5.1 Alternative societal concepts
5.1.1 Security communities
Introduced by Karl Deutsch et al. in the late 1950s and 1960s, the (constructivist) concept of security
communities213 influenced in the following decades a number of scholars mainly in the field of peace
research. In the late 1990s Adler and Barnett adopted and scientifically augmented the concept, editing
an anthology on security communities.214 This modernized concept gained some new recognition.
According to Deutsch et al., ‘a security community is a group of people which has become “integrated”. By
integration we mean the attainment, within a territory, of a “sense of community” and of institutions and
practices strong enough and widespread enough to assure, for a “long” time, dependable expectations of
“peaceful change” among its population. By “sense of community” we mean a belief on the part of individuals
in a group that they have come to agreement on at least this one point: that common social problems must
and can be resolved by processes of “peaceful change”. By peaceful change we mean the resolution of social
problems, normally by institutionalized procedures without resort to large-scale physical force.’215
Two types of security communities are differentiated: amalgamated and pluralistic; the former are units
which have merged into some type of common government (e.g. the U.S.), and in the latter the
independence of the (national) units remains, nevertheless some common perception of an entity exists
(e.g. Canada and the U.S. constituting North America). Based on an extensive study of historical
developments of nations worldwide, Deutsch et al. highlight conditions of special importance for
security communities: mutual compatibility of main values, a certain way of life, geographic and
especially social mobility, processes of open communication, a balance of transactions, interchange in
group roles and broadening of the political elite, and also high political and administrative capabilities.
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They noted furthermore that certain conditions such as administrative union, ethnic or linguistic
assimilation, strong economic ties or foreign military threats were indeed helpful but less essential for a
successful amalgamation of a security community than had been assumed before.216 Hence, a sense of
community within a certain territory (or even state) does rather develop bottom-up from within the
local societies rather than top-down. Interaction and communication on the societal level are stated key
factors for a process of integration.
Adler and Barnett217 took these factors into account, but supplemented e.g. identities, values and
meanings as important factors into the general framework. They define community by three main
characteristics: common meanings as the very basis, direct relations and some degree of long-term
interest. They observed that many (personal) relations have to exist and/or build up over time between
the citizens of such communities, so reciprocity or perhaps even altruism will eventually exhibit over
time ( = trust and collective identity formations).218 Adler and Barnett described the development of a
security community in three steps: from nascent to ascendant to mature. The first step is herewith to
perform change peacefully. The level of mature security communities is characterized by some
collective security mechanisms – perhaps also perceptions – and contains also transnational elements.
However, some of their findings are challenged by a study conducted by Tusicisny.219 He stresses
empirical evidence that shared liberal values are not a necessary condition of security community
building on the societal level and highlights that security communities showed a greater tolerance of
out-groups and, partially, greater trust compared to other societies. He distinguished in his study
interstate security communities – where war between states is becoming increasingly unlikely – and
comprehensive security communities – where interstate conflicts and also civil war have become
unthinkable.220
Waever, verifying on the concept(s) of security communities analyzing Europe and Scandinavia, comes
to an interesting conclusion: ‘“Security communities” proved to be a fertile organizing question in that it
produced a re-thinking of European politics in the complex field where the historic novelty of non-war meets
a transformation of security from state monopoly to multiple units. […] Without war, security becomes much
more complex, and the identities built on this kind of security pose challenges not only to security but analysis
and generally to international relations theory, unprepared as it still largely is for structuring thinking about
post-sovereign politics.’221

5.1.2 Restorative justice
The conceptual idea of contemporary strains of ‘Restorative Justice’ dates back to the 1970s. Christie’s
article ‘Conflict as property’,222 originally published in the British Journal of Criminology in 1977, initiated
an intense debate on the general concept of criminal justice. Although Christie himself never used the
term ‘Restorative Justice’, his findings and critiques of the justice system yet remain key points in the
debates around these conceptual frameworks.
Christie claimed that criminal justice systems in modern industrialized democratic states mainly
followed logics of control rather than aiming at solving societal conflicts for the benefit of the citizen.
The parties in a criminal conflict are represented by specialists within a highly organizational and
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specialized legal system and therefore the citizens’ conflicts – their very own capability of dealing with
conflict – is taken or in fact ‘stolen’ from them.223 For Christie, active participation by those who are
concerned in solving conflict bears a great beneficial potential for the victims as well as the offenders
and for society overall.
By bringing the discussion about conflict back into the communities, to e.g. local citizens’ summits or
victim-orientated neighbourhood courts, taking it off the distant and highly inaccessible bureaucratic
criminal court acts, victims are turned from ‘nonentities’ into important stakeholders.224 The offenders
are not only allowed but even expected to take part in the ‘hearings’ and are furthermore encouraged to
actively do ‘reparation work’. A procedure likewise not only aims for understanding the underlying
reasons for wrongdoing and criminal acts rather than denouncing the wrongdoing, but stands also for a
social concept of compensation and reparation instead of penalization and punishment. One major
principle of restorative justice is, in short: public policy in criminal justice should serve public interests.
Some of the underlying principles are – to a certain extent – realized in European juridical systems, e.g.
in criminal law relating to young offenders, e.g. once (re-) integration of these offenders through social
community work is the preferred option rather than an imprisonment of these offenders. Such
conventions can be found in most European countries’ legal frameworks.
Within the variety of contemporary concepts grouping around restorative justice, one of the basic
principles is to value and strengthen citizens’ participation and empowerment.225 Abstract juridical
processes are seen as beyond the matters of the community. Active participation of those who are
concerned is understood as a very core of societal cohesion and also to bear a great potential for further
civic engagement. ‘Highly industrialised societies face major problems in organizing their members in ways
such that a decent quota takes part in any activity at all. Segmentation according to age and sex can be seen
as a shrewd method of segregation. Participation is such a scarcity that insiders create monopolies against
outsiders, particularly with regard to work. In this perspective, it will easily be seen that conflicts represent a
potential for activity, for participation. Modern criminal control systems represent one of the many cases of
lost opportunities for involving citizens in tasks that are of immediate importance to them.’226
The contemporary debates on restorative justice227 can serve in equal measures as a theoretical
framework and a practical guideline for an integrated approach to conflict, crime and criminality – and
as an alternative to an exceeding and excluding concept of punishment and imprisonment.228
Karp and Clear e.g. elaborate on a conceptualization of community justice, identifying five key aspects
for successful community justice: (1) operating at the neighbourhood level (2) problem solving (3)
decentralizing authority and accountability (4) giving priority to the community’s quality of life and (5)
involving citizens in the justice process. These should ideally be guided by democratic and egalitarian
principles. ‘In addition to a community’s institutional strength, community capacity may also be evident in
the ability of community members to enforce local normative standards. Do bystanders intervene when
trouble starts on a street corner? Do neighbours admonish inappropriate behaviour by youths? A community
that can effectively exercise informal social control may be less reliant on the formal controls of the police to
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intervene in minor disturbances. Police officers, in any case, are unlikely to perform such order maintenance
activities without strong inducement, leaving a vacuum in which disorder continues to grow.’229 Informal
methods of conflict-solving are hoped to bear beneficial potential for increasing citizens’ subjective trust
in security in the local neighbourhood and in the community and subsequently for strengthening civil
society through the process of citizens’ activation and participation.
Although these processes are meant to be guided and assisted by experts (e.g. justice agencies), it is
however obvious that these concepts rely on great trust in the capability of self-organization and the
acceptance of high levels of responsibility by members of a community. Such community action raises
important questions regarding the application of informal control. First and most important there is
evidence that e.g. autonomous community groups have been charged with racism, vigilantism and
alike.230 Second, the question remains to what extent a ‘community effort’ represents the entire
community. ‘Even when mobilization is successful, it is important to consider who is being mobilized,’231
since evaluation of community policing programmes implied that many individuals and interests are
typically underrepresented or even democratic participation efforts are not met at all. Under such
negative circumstances, disadvantaged and marginalized groups would not be included, which would
violate democratic values.232

5.1.3 Communitarianism and community crime prevention
The following statement from Amitai Etzioni emphasizes the Communitarian logic on matters of
accountability and responsibility for safety and security neatly: ‘Order and autonomy are community
needs; centripetal and centrifugal forces either exacerbate or ease the fulfilling of these needs. The
relationship between these forces and needs are like those between a new crime wave and the means
employed to maintain public safety: They affect each other, but they are hardly identical. [ … ] In short, the
sociological protection for a regime of individual rights (of liberty) is to ensure that the basic needs of the
community members are served. This in turn requires that community members live up to their social
responsibilities – they must pay taxes, serve in neighbourhood crime watches, and attend to their children
and their elders. We see here that there exists at the core of civil democratic societies a proud mutuality
between individual rights and social responsibilities.’233
234
Hence, a basic approach within communitarian means of surveillance is the activation of citizens for
surveillance–cooperation with the police or with other relevant law enforcement agencies. Such
neighbourhood-watch programmes and the like could be seen in the tradition of ‘vigilance committees’.
This term, which dates back to the 19th century, is based on the idea of citizens’ duty to defend their city
– even with the force of arms – towards threats from the outside. The idea of using ordinary citizens as
regular sources of information – and/or more or less official helpers of the police’s everyday work – crops
up every now and again under the general term ‘community policing’. The term is used for a number of
different techniques but is on a general level seen as a ‘creative’ form of cooperation between the ‘civil
society’ and local police forces to raise awareness to and find solutions for local issues such as public
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disorder. For example, citizens asked to report their observations so that governmental authorities can
take further steps. Occupational groups such as teachers, social workers, medical staff and other societal
actors are requested to report all kinds of ‘suspicious incidents’ to the relevant governmental bodies.
A recent example of such a procedural method is a campaign launched by the Metropolitan Police, the
City of London Police and the British police forces, addressing citizens with a leaflet displaying the
following text in bold letters: ‘It’s probably nothing, but … ’; it then goes on in fine print ‘if you see or
hear something that could be terrorist related, trust your instincts and call the confidential Anti-Terrorist
Hotline. Our specially trained officers will take it from there. 0800 789 321 Your call could save lives.’ The
back of the leaflet elaborates further details under the heading ‘Communities can defeat terrorism’. The
text starts with the sentence ‘Terrorists live amongst us when they are planning their attacks.’ It then
lists a number of behaviours deemed suspicious: ‘Who has bought or stored large amounts of chemicals,
fertilizers or gas cylinders for no obvious reason. / Who has bought or hired vehicles in suspicious
circumstances. / Who holds passports or other documents in different names for no obvious reason. /
Who travels for long periods of time, but is vague about where they’re going.’
Communication between police and citizens is a well-researched topic and the studies show a number
of converging results. About one third of contacts with police using emergency numbers is triggered by
traffic-related incidents (road accidents, cars blocking driveways etc.), around 10% of the calls report
person-related problems (drunks, psychopaths, sick persons in public space), and around 30% of the
calls fall under the category of false alarm or misuse. A small percentage of the calls originate with other
institutions (e.g. public transport authorities). When looking at this communication from the police side,
studies suggest between 70% and 90% of police activities (patrol cars driving to the scene of the
presumed incident) are based on events reported through external calls to the emergency phone
number. The spread of mobile phones has increased the number of police–citizen contacts significantly.
Since police resources are limited not every call can be answered adequately in due time. Increasing the
number of calls to the police by activating citizens to participate in the search for potential terrorists
constitutes a further burden for the police. Investigations reconstructing the information flow (or
cognitive division of labour) in particular high-profile cases have shown that some pieces of potentially
relevant information have become known to the police but only after the fact (i.e. after a terrorist attack
or major crime happened) are identified as having been a lead to the perpetrators.
Putting the idea of citizens as informants to the police for surveillance in a broader context produces a
sobering result. (1) It is difficult to determine and/or define what makes a behaviour or person
suspicious. (2) Engaging citizens in this kind of surveillance is a complex task and often invites free riders
(who then blame their neighbours for personal reasons). (3) The police are suffering from information
overload. Adding more information that is not very well structured (see the above cited example from
the London Police) is not very helpful. (4) Targeted activities in high-profile security cases such as
terrorism are problematic because they create a substantial number of false positives, who are then
subjected to unpleasant actions of control and investigation by police officials, or who could see their
travelling or business practices seriously restricted or impaired. ‘Indeed it would appear impossible clearly
to separate means from ends in community crime prevention. This may be because, in most formulations of
the community approach, the proposed solution – a community structure that controls crime – is also the
antithesis of the perceived problem – a community that does not control its own crime. With such circularity,
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means and ends become blurred ...’ 235 He also observed another crucial issue: practitioner accounts seem
‘muddled, inconsistent and untheorized’.236
Overall, the idea of involving ordinary citizens in surveillance purposes can create a number of
unintended side effects and hence has to be treated with caution. Bradley and Walters remind us of a
pitfall likely to arise through such collaboration: ‘Multi-agency crime partnership under neo-liberal
conditions inculcates voluntary participation under the guise of empowerment and partnership, yet displaces
responsibility via contractual arrangements in what is now referred to as “contracting for community
responsibility”.’237 It should be noted that such strategies can erode fundamental trust or ontological
security in the long run, fostering a climate of insecurity rather than increasing security.

5.1.4 Social resilience and community resilience
What safety engineers have learnt is to simplify and adapt the system to be secured instead of stepping
up control over its performance, while at the same time maintaining a high level of output and system
safety. Can the debate on societal alternatives learn from insights gained in the field of safety
engineering?
Minimizing risk-proneness in structures through simplification creates systems with higher resilience to
malfunctions as well as higher resilience to external threats. One of the key concepts emerging in
security discourse over the last few years is the idea of ‘resilience’. ‘Since the turn of the millennium,
resilience has risen to the rank of a central paradigm not only for protection against potentially catastrophic
ecological risks but for dealing with systemic risks of all sorts and as crucial for national security policies in
general.’238 Focusing on resilience, security problems appear to be of a two-fold nature. They comprise
prevention and mitigation. Prevention from a resilience perspective does not translate into controlling
individuals but rather into looking at (or redesigning) the very structures and processes of a system to
avoid the emergence of security threats. This entails a subtle but nonetheless important semantic shift
in the meaning of security, making it a property of the societal system instead of a consequence of
externally monitoring the inner workings (transactions, movements, interactions) of this very system to
detect signs of future issues. ‘The term “resilience”, a borrowing from the science of materials, came into use
to describe our vision of a society that would be able to absorb sudden shocks and yet bounce back quickly
into its normal shape.’239
Bristow envisages three key factors of resilient regions240, marking the close relationship these factors
have to (balanced) ecosystems: (1) Resilience is in need of local supplements for the globalized just-intime chains of food and basic goods supplies. Basic/primary services need to be provided from within a
local community in case these chains happen to be cut off. (2) Also, local communities/places do need to
be engaged with the ‘outside’ world, not on a level of mutual dependency but rather in terms of what
Bristow names ‘ethic networking and information sharing’.241 (3) An important characteristic of resilient
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places is their emphasis on small-scale activities embedded in the local structures while not overdepending on mono-cultural key sectors. Also, e.g. invasive bureaucracies are to be minimized. In a
comparative study about the resilience of neighbourhoods, Wallman found out that open systems have
a strong tendency to be more resilient: ‘Each locale is examined as a system which is more or less open or
closed; open systems tend to be more resilient when faced with external challenges.’242
Jasanoff points to the problem of imprecise measures for creating resilient structures. She particularly
advocates taking the practical experiences of individuals seriously: ‘[…] methods of assessment still take
populations rather than individuals as the unit of analysis. […] Such characterizations leave out of the
calculus of vulnerability such factors as history, place, and social connectedness, all of which may play crucial
roles in determining human resilience. Through participation in the analysis of their vulnerability, ordinary
citizens may regain their status as active subjects, rather than remain undifferentiated objects in yet another
expert discourse.’243
Thus, she highlights a core point of resilience approaches: activating community resources and
involving civil society actors to create resilience (and therefore enhance security) requires taking
‘laypersons’ expertise’ into account. Edwards is getting this into perspective, describing community
resilience as an elastic concept, stating furthermore: ‘Community resilience is an everyday activity. It
manifests itself in meetings and conversations, dialogue and training, skills and information and – when
disaster occurs – action. Although it may be formalized in local parish plans or community risk registers,
community resilience is first and foremost about people […].’244 He is placing strong emphasis on
engagement, education, empowerment and encouragement.245
However, for instance, Kaufmann and Blum note that strategies focusing on the resilience of the
population ‘invariably draw on a particular moral–political rhetoric.246 The problem of reducing
resilience to a purely moralistic concept has to be considered, when discussing alternative approaches
to security. Nonetheless resilience has a central advantage over the standard surveillance and
prevention strategies. Since complex systems, like e.g. a metropolitan public transport system, cannot
be comprehensively protected against attacks, surveillance and prevention strategies can be expanded
indefinitely, without ever reaching a satisfying level of security. In an interview, the former head of DG
JLS Franco Frattini proposed raising the level of security checks at railway stations to the level of
airports, since high-speed trains are vulnerable critical infrastructures and can be the target of terrorist
attacks. This reasoning nicely demonstrates the limits of a surveillance and prevention approach.
Resilience on the other hand acknowledges the risk of attacks, failures and malfunctions and focuses on
the robustness of the system and the mitigating reactions in the face of threats and damages. This
refocuses the strategic approach and can help to curtail the unlimited logic of surveillance.

5.2 Other alternative approaches
5.2.1 Urban planning
Conceptual ideas to eliminate disorder in cities through urban planning date back to Le Corbusier and
his modernism architecture theory. An earlier approach to urban planning was developed by Ebenezer
Howard, who advocated the establishment of garden cities.247 He happened to initiate the garden city
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movement in the UK in 1898, which highlighted the problems cities were facing at that time as a result
of rapid industrialization. Howard and the movement wanted to create self-contained communities,
surrounded by what Howard called greenbelts, creating areas for residence, industry and agriculture.
Possibly slightly exaggerated but condensing the development of urban planning neatly, one could say
that these two different approaches (Le Corbusier versus Ebenezer Howard) are representing the
concept of modernism one the one hand and the concept of vitality on the other and that these two
basic conceptual frameworks of urban planning are then found to be clashing throughout the entire
20th-century history of urban-planning.
Crime prevention through urban or environmental design was intensely discussed in the 1960s.248 Large
tower blocks built in the decades after WWII were increasingly seen to be to some extent to blame for
social problems and high crime rates and also alienation in general. Residents’ feelings of control over
and personal responsibility for their neighbourhood and environment were lower when they lived in
(large) tower blocks compared with residents of other areas. This perspective seemed to be approved in
statistical crimes rates that were comparatively higher in tower block areas as in other areas.249
Environmental determinists like Jane Jacobs250 and Oscar Newman251 basically represent the two
contrary basic positions to be taken on that matter: Jacobs advocated lively and vivid neighbourhoods,
elaborating that communities in the true sense were characterized by complexity, and therefore
logically the separation of space would destroy communities and their sense for their environment.252
On the other hand, Newman’s controversial but highly influential Defensible Space Theory came to
entirely different conclusions. Besides e.g. promoting ideas of creating open space or juxtaposition of
dwellings which allowed for an (panoptic) overview on the public areas and the like, he claimed that
areas should clearly be defined for various functions and moreover he also wanted to subdivide
residential areas into smaller entities for specific ‘similar’ inhabitants, so that citizens would adopt
proprietary attitudes.253 This translates into the idea of spatial social sorting via social background,
income, age etc. and possibly even pushed approaches of zero tolerance as well as the concept of gated
communities. Urban design approaches which followed the basic premise of Newman for decades reject
the concept of a vivid public space being reclaimable by all citizens – hence it is believed that a safe
living environment consists of regime and arrangement rather than ‘chaos’.
This exemplifies very well that signing out crime approaches can be followed from two opposite
directions: by believing in a vital public space and the ‘eyes of the street’ (e.g. Jacobs) or by believing in
segmentation, fragmentation and control (e.g. Newman).
Since ‘urban planning’ as a research subject goes far beyond the framework of this task, it cannot be
elaborated on in greater length. Representative for the debate are e.g. the works of Benevolo254 for a
general overview of European city development, Taylor255 for urban planning theory after WWII, or the
Global Report on Human Settlement on recent developments.256
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Nevertheless it may seem that urban local neighbourhood movements like ‘reclaim the streets’257 or
urban community gardening258 – which have been for at least more than a decade on the rise worldwide
– do acknowledge Howard’s and Jacobs’s positions.

5.2.2 Safety engineering
Looking at the lessons learned in the field of safety technology, the unintended and negative side
effects of an unrestrained increase in control measures become obvious. Implementing control
structures to oversee the operation of a technical system prone to malfunction (e.g. a nuclear power
plant) will create new opportunities for malfunctioning within the operation of the control structures.
Charles Perrow talks about tightly knit complex systems escaping comprehensive control owing to
unforeseen interaction effects of events that are trivial in themselves but can create severe system
failure when combined.259 A complex technological system equipped with a multi-layer control
structure with built-in redundancy is not necessarily less prone to malfunction.
Three types of problems can be identified here: (1) Control devices such as sensors are technical
systems, and hence malfunctions are possible. This problem can be addressed by second-order controls
or increased redundancy, though both are not a final solution to the problem. (2) Human system
operators interacting with the system through a techno-social interface apply their own logic to decide
about the state of affairs in a given situation. Frequent false alarms will foster a routine reaction of
ignoring these alarms. This in turn increases the probability of ignoring a message conveying a real
malfunction. (3) Humans have developed in the process of evolution what could be termed a ‘natural
alertness’ – sometimes referred to as a ‘sixth sense’ – helping them to automatically identify threats in
their environment.260 But when operating in a context of technological controls, this capacity tends to
wither. Information from the environment constituting a warning signal for the human information
processing systems is ignored when at the same time the technological control systems communicate
that all systems are go.
Safety engineering has undergone a change of paradigms from technical to passive safety solutions, i.e.
from a ‘more-of-the-same approach’ to smart (or resilient) systems design. Taking a technology with a
high potential for serious accidents, such as civil nuclear power, the new types of nuclear power plants
have a reduced number of parts, including a substantially reduced number of technical safety systems,
while at the same time safety has been increased by applying new design principles.261
When looking at the ‘system’ in security terms, at the most general level in security discourse one would
have to replace this with the term ‘society’. Following the logic of new safety design in security
discourse, this translates into looking at the ‘design’ of society or social systems and not at new control
and surveillance measures when talking about increasing security.
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5.2.3 Technology-based privacy protection
5.2.3.1 Usability and privacy
Designing interactive systems with personal privacy implications does have a variety of requirements:
Systems should be designed in a way which makes their potential for disclosure clear, so that users can
adapt the system into their everyday practice.262 One of the demands of human computer interaction is
to make the (privacy) solutions as transparent as possible: ‘Many of the specific security and privacy
problems facing users of the World Wide Web today are a direct result of the mismatch between what is
visible to the user and what is actually happening inside the computer.’263 Privacy measures have to be
accessible by the end users if so required, but shouldn’t get in the way of daily (work) routines.
Historically, security solutions have been designed for highly skilled technical users; that is partly why IT
security systems are often difficult in everyday usage and/or interrupting one’s workflow. Since the enduser community nowadays includes basically the whole population, a revision of these original premises
has become more and more necessary. ‘Many people believe that there is an inherent trade-off between
security and usability. […] But as the world around us makes clear every day, if people are unable to use
secure computers, they will use computers that are not secure. At the end of the day, computers that are
theoretically secure but not usable do little to improve the security of their users, because these machines
push their users away to less secure platforms.’264 The challenge for software engineering for non-technical
end users is to prevent this from happening.
Evaluations involving in particular the (non-technical expert) layperson end users are to be carried out at
various stages in the development of new technological solutions. In human-computer-interaction a
new emphasis on privacy is to be seen in the development and deployment of intelligent tutoring
systems.265 Evaluation, auditing and task identity on all levels are core modules in the development
process of novel technology solutions. Regular and independent auditing of the design, usability,
stability and security of computerized technical hard- and software systems is thereby one necessary
provision.
There is also a shift to be observed within the last few years: a growing number of promising easy-to-use
web applications and free- and shareware solutions etc. for security purposes is available nowadays, not
requiring high technical expertise. Clearly, such applications do not replace the need for usability design
in the first place, but support enhancing awareness of security gaps and simplify access to low-threshold
solutions feasible for everyday life. Projects like Privacy Choice266 are not only offering practical services
(checking personal privacy settings across Facebook, Google and the like, fixing problematic privacy
settings on demand) but are currently creating a Wikipedia for privacy policies.
Bennett points out what could be marked as a core value in the code of practice in recent usability
studies: ‘[…] new technologies should be shaped to human ends rather than vice versa’.267

5.2.3.2 Privacy by Design (PbD) and Privacy-enhancing Technologies (PETs)
The key functions of privacy-enhancing technologies are to perpetuate anonymity, pseudonymity,
unlinkability, unobservability. So roughly speaking, PETs are those kinds of technologies which are to
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protect the (end) user from (easy) identification by third parties and therefore create (layperson) enduser empowerment.268
According to Ann Cavoukian269, seven guiding principles for Privacy by Design (PbD) are to be
envisaged: PbD is ideally (1) proactive, not reactive, (2) privacy is the default case for the implementation
of technologies and not vice versa, (3) privacy has to be embedded into the design, (4) while full
functionality is ensured, (5) privacy is about life-cycle (end-to-end) protection, (6) visible and
transparent, (7) which all comes down to respecting the user’s privacy.270
But despite the fact that PbD bears valuable ideas for privacy protection, it has nevertheless to be stated
that PbD is to some greater extent limited to those technologies used within local or at the utmost
national boundaries. ‘But so far its impact on a field where its relevancy is obviously high – ubiquitous
computing – has been rather minimal. An increasing number of research projects are under way in the field of
internet privacy, some work has already been done in the field of Computer Supported Collaborative Work,
but only a small amount of work has so far been accomplished in the area of ubiquitous or pervasive
computing.’271
As Cranor states, there are still issues remaining. For instance, most PETs research is only focusing on the
prevention aspect and, impractically, PET tools quite often just allow the user to turn the protection on
or off, although more levels are needed.272 (See also the chapter ‘Usability and privacy’.) Researching the
field of PET technologies, Phillips reminds us of another important aspect (already noted before in
connection with algorithmic gatekeeping) which is fundamentally true to technological gatekeeping in
general: ‘Especially when legal and technical infrastructures are seamlessly integrated, the ideologies
informing them are embedded into everyday practices and ontologies. Therefore, care must be taken to
extrapolate from “common sense” definitions of privacy to the social configurations that those definitions
entail, and to suggest other possibilities for the informed design of information technology and policy.’273
Whereas a large number of PbD measures can be applied to (local) CCTV technologies and PbD
approaches can also be adopted to mitigate the risks of smart metering in terms of (possible misuse of)
surveillance purposes (e.g. preventing the achievability of personal profiling). A vast majority of
theoretical approaches are not feasible owing to the impacts of globalization. The mere inherent quality
of the World Wide Web as cyberspace and the novel possibilities provided by the rapid progress in the
field of for instance drone technologies are neglecting PbD attempts in the first place. Another key issue
is the fact that ‘legislative measures of regulation are not able to keep up with the technical development’274,
in addition to the even more crucial issue that sound legal protection does not truly exist across national
states and their specific national legal frameworks. (See also the chapter ‘Function creep’ and D 3.1 for
greater elaboration.)
Concerning cyberspace surveillance, exemplifying DPI and Trojan technologies does show the
limitations of PbD. Also, as stated in D3.1 (chapter ‘Effectiveness of Trojans and civil rights impact’), it is
additionally to be ‘assumed possible that even the deploying security agencies have neither full control over
the technical procedures triggered once the system is brought onto the target device, nor are they able to
provide verifiability to supervisory authorities without the aid of the vendor companies. This may lead to a
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major shortage of transparency and accountability in the context of Trojan deployment.’275 Once for
instance DPI is carried out in one country, while the proxy servers are based in another country, the
applicable legal ground is already difficult to determine. Third parties can gain access to data, despite
this was either never been intended in the first place, or data protection measures could have been
waived by the concerned parties accepting the default setting of the system. This was crucial e.g.
regarding the diplomatic issues in 2011/2012 between the U.S. and Europe over the DHS collection and
storage of detailed personal aircraft passenger data276. Interestingly the European Union is
contemporarily planning to implement a similar database for intra-European air travel277. In general,
ubiquitous surveillance of social networks can inherently not be tied down within national boundaries
or to national legal frameworks (which was already stressed in the chapter on ‘Cybercrime’.)
Privacy policy management could theoretically become a tool to protect the personal information
stored about customers, employees etc. (within national boundaries). As Karat et al. state, currently
there is no unified way for the implementation of privacy policies in existence278. That seems to be one
of the reasons why the implementation of reasonable PbD as well as PET solutions seems comparatively
slow.
(For a more in-depth elaboration on and applicability assessment of PET and PbD solutions for SOSTs, see D
3.1.)

5.2.3.3 Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA)
Murakami Wood et al. strongly emphasize that considerable merit is to be found in adopting Privacy
Impact Assessment (PIA), especially for the regulatory practices of jurisdictions279. They conceptualize:
‘PIA may best be seen as an instrument that those who propose new or revised information systems that
process personal data can use themselves to mitigate the potentially harmful effects of these systems upon
the privacy of the persons whose data are processed.’280
The value or beneficial potential of PIA is already enhanced in the process itself. Murakami Wood et al.
even refer to PIA as a philosophy rather than an approach.281 Assessing actual or potential effects on
privacy is guided by risk-assessment and has a built-in early-warning technique for decision-makers. This
is accompanied by the examination of various options to foster alternatives. Ideally, results of such PIA
should be made available to the public and especially encourage regulatory bodies.282 Hence, PIA is not
to be seen as just a tool for auditing or ‘a tick-box exercise giving an answer or “score” at the end’283, but
rather a process of raising questions and highlighting issues that need to be resolved.
The UK’s Information Commissioner’s Office offers a Guideline Handbook Online on PIA284, containing
PIA screening questions, checklist templates and various privacy strategies as initial starting points. Four
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different types of privacy strategies are envisaged: minimalist, comprehensive, broad and social
impacts/public policy.285 The document also states that the PIA process is partly covering the same
ground as stakeholder management and highly recommends deciding on a privacy strategy before a PIA
process is implemented.
Clearly, a broad perspective taking social impact and the underlying philosophy into account can be
stated as the most beneficiary one: ‘The essential goal is to describe personal data flows as fully as possible
so as to understand what impact the innovation or modification may have on the personal privacy of
employees or customers and how fair information practices may be complied with. Ultimately, a privacy
impact assessment is a risk assessment tool for decision-makers that can address not only the legal, but the
moral and ethical, issues posed by whatever is being proposed.’286 Thus, privacy impact assessment is
possibly one of the most interesting relatively novel approaches to advocate awareness and protection
of privacy based on a conceptual framework. However, such assessment is only applicable for those
technologies already employed and has hence no impact on the developmental processes of novel
technologies.
As the previous paragraphs show, many problems of technology cannot be solved by adopting a
Luddite attitude. Solving problems in a technologically mediated world requires more and better
technology – which does not come down to more of the same. It also requires a better public
understanding of what technology is, how it operates and what effects it can have. Hence a strategy
focusing on public understanding of science and technology can be considered to have a positive
impact on security by providing the basis for a rational public discourse.

5.2.4 Public Understanding of Science (PUS)
The concepts grouping around Public Awareness of Science (PAwS) and Public Understanding of
Science (PUS) can be regarded as key conceptual frameworks for an inclusion of the (lay) public into
policy-making. PUS came to recognition as a self-contained term in Great Britain in 1985 through a
report by the British Royal Society287 titled ‘The Public Understanding of Science’, also known as the
Bodmer Report. It contained a large number of recommendations aiming at the educational system as
well as mass media and the general course of science communication. It demanded that research shall
be conducted on the ways of measuring public understanding of technology and science to monitor
citizens’ attitudes to science, and that popular versions of scientific reports be made available to a broad
public. Science education, consumer education and especially public controversies over science and
technology are core points for citizens’ ability to take part in the debates and to exercise their
democratic rights. As Bennett reminds us, ‘An important part of the political struggle over information is
whether or not an issue is defined in technical terms and therefore only subject to discussion by selfappointed experts, or whether it concerns a broader public constituency.’288
Burns et al. define science communication ‘as the use of appropriate skills, media, activities, and dialogue
to produce one or more of the following personal responses to science […]: Awareness, Enjoyment, Interest,
Opinion-forming, and Understanding Science.’289 PUS approaches not only play therefore a significant role
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in a better public understanding of technologies but also help create or even push an informed public
debate about the impact technologies have in general and also for matters of security and surveillance
in our society. This appears even more important because ‘appeals to public opinion have become central
in political discourse, since public opinion provides the ultimate ground of legitimacy for a specific political
and legislative agenda.’290
In short, PUS is engaging in the interdependencies between policymakers, the scientific community and
the lay public, aiming for a comprehensive public understanding of science to create an informed public
debate and therefore a sensitive, responsible handling of novel technologies by all parties concerned.
For an elaboration on the background and contemporary strains as well as practical applications (addressing
public participatory exercises such as citizen summits and the like) of the concept ‘Public understanding of
science’ in Europe, see D2.2 and also SurPRISE task 4, forthcoming.
‘It has become an article of faith in the policy literature that the quality of solutions to perceived social
problems depends on the way they are framed. If a problem is framed too narrowly, too broadly, or wrongly,
the solution will suffer from the same defects. […] Frame analysis thus remains a critically important, though
neglected, tool of policy-making that would benefit from greater public input.’291 Public events in the course
of PUS approaches – such as citizen summits and further participatory exercises – are yet another
component to strengthen citizens’ trust in (their) democratic system(s) and to trigger civic engagement
in the benefit for responsible and sustainable policy-making.

5.2.5 Some paradoxes and ironies
Sofsky reminds us of the fact that freedom is not equal to democracy, and not even necessarily
connected.292 He states that freedom (to privacy), ‘the desire to remain undisturbed’, seems to be of less
importance than desire for approval, care, protection, or companionship. Freedom is neither the
sovereignty of the majority, nor the equality of life chances. Freedom as a political order must be
measured against the strengths of the barriers protecting the individual against actions of the
government as well as against assaults by neighbours and attacks of enemies. On the contrary,
democracy can be translated as supremacy of the majority. According to Sofsky, democracies do not
only have the power to impact the lives of citizens intolerably, democratic majorities are able to oppress
minorities.293 Taking this into consideration, the variety of community-based concepts – especially in the
areas of restorative justice or community crime prevention – has obviously to be treated with great
caution.
Maintaining control rather than addressing the root causes of fundamental societal problems such as
(rising) inequality and austerity has become the basic overarching approach of (Western) neoliberal
politics. As already stated in D2.2: ‘Security policies […] have increasingly adopted a conceptual approach
to security problems that is strongly solution-driven and tends to neglect the variety and complexity of social,
economic, technical and political factors that may have caused the emergence of those security problems in
the first place.’294
Under the Fordist welfare regime of social policy, which is fading away in most Western societies, social
justice and equality were objectives to be pursued in their own right. Governing through the social was a
strategy aiming at inclusion, equality of life chances, and raising standards of health, education and
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general welfare. This political frame has lost much of its momentum. In order to get political approval for
measures formerly conceived as social policy, they have to be reframed as contributing to improved
security. Many social programmes addressing ethnic minorities in European societies, and pursuing oldschool welfare objectives, have been justified in a discourse of countering radicalization and mitigating
the threat potential presumably emerging from an excluded generation of young Muslims. Often
euphemistically declared as strategies to address the ‘root causes’ of so-called home-grown terrorism,
these programmes in fact contributed to an improvement of the social situation of these groups.
Providing support for disadvantaged groups is hard to justify as an end in itself as under the old welfare
regime. But policies geared towards such ends can be declared as a means to an end in a society
obsessed with security. So from a strategic perspective there is a need for policies addressing social
inequality, at least to some extent. They simply have to claim to contribute to a more secure society.
Such an approach can help to counter a reductionist exclusionary and surveillance-oriented strategy to
address the highly politicized security challenges in modern societies.
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6. Conclusion: Towards balanced risk awareness
Where does an analysis of security challenges from a social science perspective leave us? There are a
number of admittedly abstract ideas such a perspective can contribute to the debate on security
challenges. While a standard approach would step up security and surveillance measures (e.g. more
police conducting more stop and search, more CCTV, more access controls etc.) to prevent criminal
activities, a proactive resilience-based policy would focus on involving members of the community in
local politics, improving general living conditions, creating job opportunities for disadvantaged groups,
providing social services, etc., assuming that crime emerges out of the inner processes of the
community instead of being an evil force imposed from outside. Hence any effort at prevention will
predominantly look at these inner processes as root causes of security problems.
When looking at the second dimension of security problems, i.e. mitigation, in the debate on crime the
main ideas discussed here are not focusing on the selective exclusion or incapacitation of perpetrators
but on reintegrating or restoring a status quo ante after a conflict. Perceiving a criminal act as a
disturbance of a peaceful and non-violent social life or social world, the main option for mitigation from
a resilience perspective would be some sort of re-integrative repair of the disturbed order (instead of an
approach focusing on exclusion of the ‘faulty’ part/member). Such ideas are developed in the debate on
restorative justice. Crime is not seen primarily as transgression or breaking of a norm, but as an element
of a conflict, involving members of the community.295
In comparing technical systems and the perspective of safety engineering experts on the one hand with
social systems and the problem of improving societal security on the other, a crucial difference has to be
taken into account: while technical systems can be designed and engineered from an external position,
social systems are always performative, i.e. they cannot (and should not) be designed or redesigned
from the outside. Here, the ‘observers’ and ‘engineers’ are at the same time members and citizens or in
other words: societies when seen from a sociological perspective can be analysed only from within.296
This observation has a number of consequences when it comes to the analysis of social problems and
the more so, the bigger and more pressing these problems appear to be. Security problems are among
these “big” problems. The state of affairs cannot be observed from some outside vantage point.
With regard to the problem of security, such an internal perspective requires a ‘horizontal’ process of
deliberation as opposed to a technical external approach, drawing on objective knowledge providing
the magic bullet for the problem at hand. What has to precede any discussion of ‘solutions’ is a robust
understanding of what the problem is in the first place. As mentioned above, the evolution of modern
globalized societies has created a number of risk-prone structures and processes, and an awareness of
these risks is gradually emerging in public discourse and taken up in political debate. Ideas from social
theory like ‘risk society’297 have developed into household words of the educated classes, used to
describe the living conditions in contemporary societies.
A central argument in the debate about this type of society is the devaluation of traditional expert
knowledge. As Beck has pointed out, modern societies, or what he calls the societies of the first
modernity, were based on the idea of (economic, social and cultural) progress as a consequence of new
and improved technologies (in production, communication etc.). What became obvious though are the
destructive and disruptive potentials of modern technologies and the impact of the modes of
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production based on these technologies. The close links between modern technology, surveillance and
ecological disasters have been addressed by a number of scholars for quite some time.298 Their analysis
has a strong dystopian ring to it. Beck’s idea of the risk society goes beyond dystopian scenarios in
pointing out solutions for social problems created by modern technology beyond a techno-critical
attitude.
Deconstructing techno-optimism can help to produce a reflexive attitude towards the problems
emerging in advanced late-modern or post-industrial societies. With regard to the problems of security,
this means acknowledging the emerging security problems without relying on the proposed
(technological) solution and putting threats and solutions into perspective.
In the most general terms, it is the internal dynamic of modern global society producing the hazards,
risks and dangers justifying the application of surveillance-orientated security technologies. Referring to
the global risk society, the term ‘internal’ entails protracted conflicts, migration, pollution and poverty
alongside the second- and third-order problems emerging in industrialized regions of the Atlantic rim.
With growing complexity and interconnectedness, vulnerabilities are increasing in this society. And high
vulnerabilities plus high potential damage combine into the toxic brew for increasing surveillance and
control. Vulnerabilities increase since members of Atlantic rim societies are depending on a number of
critical infrastructures – from electricity to logistic chains in food supply and the Internet. But they also
depend on global trade and global economies, producing rich and poor nations and thus not only
global migration from the global south but also a substantial potential for political and social conflicts.
These conflicts take on the form of security risks in Western societies.
As pointed out in the previous chapters, a number of surveillance practices make use of data produced
in the context of mundane activities such as shopping, communicating and travelling. The conveniences
of contemporary consumer culture are traded in for a number of dependencies on (cognitive and
technological) abstract systems. These systems are vulnerable and have to be protected against
different sorts of failures and attacks. Critical security studies point to these kinds of internal
vulnerabilities. But beyond this aspect of the vulnerabilities of the mega-machine, as Lewis Mumford has
called it,299 there is a global dimension to security in a more material sense.
It would be easy to draw up a balance sheet relating the amenities enjoyed by the smaller part of the
world population to the suffering of the rest. It is a truism in criminology that social inequalities breed
violence and crime, and this is true on a global scale as well. Securing the supply with different kinds of
resources (from crude oil to rare earths to food) translates into exploiting a substantial part of the world
and maintaining a more or less peaceful imperialist global regime. Taking this aspect into account, the
discussions about security take a different twist. As the dominant discourse has it, there is a trade-off
between security and privacy: security threats require surveillance and surveillance entails
infringements of privacy. Taking the broader perspective into account, a different type of trade-off
emerges: the life-style of Western societies is based on an exploitation of those countries where,
according to Western discourse, some of the most pressing security threats emerge. Affluence in the
West is traded in for poverty, dissatisfaction and threats in the global south. This amounts to a trade-off
between convenience and security feeding into the trade-off between security and privacy. The
security/convenience link can also be demonstrated with regard to consumer-related data collections
used for surveillance purposes. Providing easy access to goods and services for a majority of citizens in a
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highly mobile society requires an elaborate infrastructure of data processing. As was pointed out above,
such transactions produce data-trails and data-doubles that are used for social sorting and surveillance.
From this abstract perspective, a tripartite trade-off between security, convenience and privacy can be
construed: consumerist convenience can create security problems that are to a large extent caused by
social inequality, which again is the consequence of an international regime of exploitation. Privacy
seems to be traded in for the promise of higher security. Security in turn is jeopardized through
processes and activities that are the consequence of exploitation.
Against the background of this trilemma, non-technical alternatives to SOSTs can be critically assessed.
Many of the suggested alternative security-enhancing solutions address social inequalities and social
injustice. They also often require a reactivation of what could be called a ‘communitarian spirit’.
Substantial inequalities are the basis of a culturally entrenched lifestyle of consumerism, and for a
communitarian spirit to flourish a number of the anomic individualistic freedoms of this middle-class
lifestyle would have to be sacrificed for stronger civic engagement, enforcing communal values. Neither
of these requirements will realistically be met in present-day societies.
What are the consequences of this assessment for a rational approach to the security challenges
evolving in modern societies? First of all, the dimensions of perceived threats should be put into a
realistic perspective. As could be demonstrated, the politics of fear tend to exaggerate security threats
for a number of obvious reasons. Second, the proposed administrative and technological solutions
require close and critical scrutiny, since in most cases they do not live up to the promises brought
forward by the security hawks. But downscaling perceived security threats and debunking surveillancebased security solutions as largely ineffective will not produce a world without risks. What is required is
an informed public debate about what could be called ‘acceptable’ risks. Such a debate has to go
beyond the standard reasoning of calculating statistical probabilities and multiplying them with a
hypothetical damage. Rather it should start from the premise that in many cases the cure is worse than
the disease in the field of security. It should also consider the “trade-off” between security and
convenience and the role growing societal inequality is playing. Finally it should take for granted the
premise that liberty and freedom are risky in many respects and that both are rooted in the fundamental
right to privacy, however this concept is spelled out.
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